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TO ANALYZE  CORN  MOVEMENTS  BY  RAIL
by Dan Halbach  and  Jerry  Fruin
This report uses information  from the  1992  ICC  Public Use Waybill  Sample  to estimate  the
rail  movements  of  corn  throughout  the  U.S.  during  calendar  year  1992.  The  data  fields  of the
Waybill  Sample  are  found  on page 3.
Report  1 contains  the estimated  number of carloads  shipped  from  each  origin BEA  to  each
destination  BEA  as  expanded  from  sample  data.  (BEA's  are  listed  on pages  5 to  10  and partially
shown on the  map  on page  11.)  Also  reported  is the  estimated  number of bushels  shipped  in  1992
which  is the expanded  carloads  times  3479.23  bushels per  carload.
Example  1:  From Report  1 on  page  13  we  find that  an estimated  35,474 carloads  or  123.4
million  bushels of corn were  shipped by  rail  from  BEA 96  in Minnesota  (shaded  area on the maps)
to eight  BEA's.  This included  25.9 million  bushels  shipped  within  BEA  96,  15.8  million bushels
shipped  to  BEA  98  (Dubuque),  11.4  million  bushels  to  BEA  99  (Davenport-Rock  Island),  30.9
million  bushels to  Bea  171  (Seattle)  and  21  million bushels  to  BEA  172  (Portland).
Report  2  contains  the same  information  but  is summarized  by  destination  BEA.
Example 2:  From  Report  2 on  page 37  we  find  that  there were  16,649  estimated  cars with
57.9 million  bushels  of corn shipped  to  BEA 96.  That  includes  the  previously  noted  15.8  million
bushels  shipped within BEA 96, 4.5 million  bushels from BEA  97 (Rochester,  Minnesota)  and 24.1
million  bushels  from  BEA  147  (Sioux  Falls).
Because of confidentiality  rules  the  origin BEA  or destination  BEA  or both  is  left  off some
records.  These  are  all  assigned  a BEA  code of 0.
STCC code 01132  (corn) has  an origin  BEA  = 0 for  129.3 million  bushels and  a destination
1BEA  = 0  for 568.3  million  bushels.  This  amounts  to 5.6%  of the total  for origins and  24.6  %  of
the terminations of corn shipments in  1992.  Both BEA  codes are  0 for 16.5 million bushels  or .7%
of total shipments.  However,  origin and destination  freight rate territories are given for all records.
(The  territories are  shown on  the map  on page  12.)  It is therefore possible to  further  analyze  these
movements  by using  the territory  codes.
Report  3 on  page  46  is a  summary  of  those  records  reported  as  origin  BEA  =  0  and
destination BEA  =  0  and accounts  for 4,751  carloads  or 16,529,822  bushels.
Example  3:  1747  carloads  with  6,078,215  bushels that  had  no  origin BEA  or destination
BEA originated  in rate territory  1 (official  territory).  Of this  1276 carloads with  4,439,497 bushels
were  shipped  elsewhere  in  territory  1 and  471  carloads  with  1,638,717  bushels  were  shipped  to
destinations  in rate  territory  2 (southern  territory).  There  were  no  shipments without  an origin  or
destination  BEA  shipped  from  Rate  Territory  1 to destinations  in Rate  Territories 3, 4 or  5.
Report 4 on  page 47  is a summary  of records  with  no  origin BEA  but a destination  BEA.
Example  4:  5584  carloads  with  19,438,000  bushels  without  an origin  BEA  were  shipped
from  Rate  Territory  1.  Of these  716  carloads  with  2,491,129  bushels  went  to  Portland-Lewiston
Maine--Bea  2.  Nine of the destination  BEA's were  also in freight territory  1 and three are in freight
territory  2,  i.e.,  BEA's  27,  50 and  113.
Report 5 is a summary  of records  with  no  destination  BEA  but an origin  BEA.
Example  5:  On  page  58  origin  BEA  96 has  3594 carloads  or  12,504,353  bushels  with  no
destination  BEA given.  Of this 100 carloads of 347,923 bushels go to destinations in freight territory
1, while 3038  carloads  of 10.6 million  bushels  are shipped to other locations within freight  territory
3.  The remaining  456 carloads of  1,586,529 bushels  are  shipped  to destinations  in  rate  territory  5.
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NUMBER  OF
FIELD  DATA  DESCRIPTION  POS  ON  FORM
COLUMNS
1  Waybill  Date (mm/dd/yy)  6  N  1-  6
2  Accounting  Period  (mm/yy)  4  N  7-  10
3  Number of Carloads  4  N  11-  14
4  Car Ownership  Code  1  A  15
5  AAR Car Type  4  A/N  16-  19
6  AAR Mechanical  Designation  4  A  20-  23
7  ICC Car Type  2  N  24-  25
8  TOFC/COFC  Plan Code  3  A/N  26-  28
9  Number of TOFC/COFC  Units  4  N  29-  32
10  TOFC/COFC Unit  Ownership  Code  1  A  33
11  TOFC/COFC  Unit  Type Code  1  A  34
12  Hazardous/Bulk  Material  in Boxcar  1  A  35
13  Commodity Code  (STCC)  5  N  36- 40
14  Billed Weight  in Tons  7  N  41-  47
15  Actual  Weight  in Tons  7  N  48-  54
16  Freight Revenue  ($)  9  N  55-  63
17  Transit Charges  ($)  9  N  64-  72
18  Miscellaneous  Charges  ($)  9  N  73-  81
19  Inter/Intra  State  Code  I  N  82
20  Type of Move  1  N  83
21  All Rail/Intermodal  Code  1  N  84
22  Type of Move  via Water  1  N  85
23  Transit  Code  1  N  86
24  Substituted Truck for Rail  Service  1  N  87
25  Rebill  Code  1  N  88
26  Estimated  Short Line Miles  4  N  89-  92
27  Stratum Identification  1  N  93
28  Subsample Code  I  N  94
29  Exact  Expansion  Factor  5  N  95-  99
30  Theoretical  Expansion  Factor  3  N  100-102
31  Number of Interchanges  1  N  103
32  Origin BEA  Area  3  N  104-106
33  Origin Freight  Rate Territory  1  N  107
34  Interchange  State  #1  2  A  108-109
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NUMBER  OF
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COLUMNS
35  Interchange  State #2  2  A  110-111
36  Interchange  State #3  2  A  112-113
37  Interchange  State #4  2  A  114-115
38  Interchange  State #5  2  A  116-117
39  Interchange  State #6  2  A  118-119
40  Interchange  State #7  2  A  120-121
41  Interchange  State #8  2  A  122-123
42  Interchange  State #9  2  A  124-125
43  Termination BEA  Area  3  N  126-128
44  Termination  Freight Rate Territory  1  N  129
45  Waybill Reporting  Period  Length  1  N  130
46  Car Capacity  5  N  131-135
47  Nominal Car Capacity  3  N  136-138
48  Tare  Weight of Car  4  N  139-142
49  Outside Length  5  N  143-147
50  Outside Width  4  N  148-151
51  Outside Height  4  N  152-155
52  Extreme  Outside  Height  4  N  156-159
53  Type of Wheel  Bearings  and Brakes  1  A  160
54  Number  of Axles  1  N  161
55  Draft Gear  2  N  162-163
56  Number of Articulated  Units  1  N  164
57  AAR Error  Codes  50  N  165-214
58  Routing Error  Flag  1  A  215
59  Expanded  Carloads  6  N  216-221
60  Expanded  Tons  9  N  222-230
61  Expanded  Freight  Revenue  11  N  231-241
62  Expanded Trailer/Container  Count  6  N  242-247
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4Department of Commerce  - Bureau of Economic  Analysis
Business Economic  Area  Codes
1  Bangor,  ME
2  Portland-Lewiston,  ME
3  Burlington,  VT
4  Boston,  MA
5  Providence-Warwick-Pawtucket,  RI
6  Hartford-New  Haven-Springfield,  CT-MA
7  Albany-Schenectady-Troy,  NY
8  Syracuse-Utica,  NY
9  Rochester,  NY
10  Buffalo,  NY
11  Binghamton-Elmira,  NY
12  New York,  NY
13  Scranton-Wilkes-Barre,  PA
14  Williamsport,  PA
15  Erie,  PA
16  Pittsburgh,  PA
17  Harrisburg-York-Lancaster,  PA
18  Philadelphia,  PA
19  Baltimore,  MD
20  Washington,  DC
21  Roanoke-Lynchburg,  VA
22  Richmond,  VA
23  Norfolk-Virginia  Beach-Newport  News,  VA
24  Rocky Mount-Wilson-Greenville,  NC
25  Wilmington,  NC
26  Fayetteville,  NC
27  Raleigh-Durham,  NC
28  Greensboro-Winston-Salem-Highpoint,  NC
29  Charlotte,  NC
30  Asheville,  NC
31  Greenville-Spartanburg,  SC
32  Columbia,  SC
33  Florence,  SC
34  Charleston-North  Charleston,  SC
35  Augusta,  GA
36  Atlanta,  GA
37  Columbus,  GA
38  Macon,  GA
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Business Economic  Area (BEA)  Codes
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Business Economic  Area Codes
39  Savannah,  GA
40  Albany,  GA
41  Jacksonville,  FL
42  Orlando-Melbourne-Daytona  Beach,  FL
43  Miami-Fort  Lauderdale,  FL
44  Tampa-St.  Petersburg,  FL
45  Tallahassee,  FL
46  Pensacola-Panama  City,  FL
47  Mobile,  AL
48  Montgomery,  AL
49  Birmingham,  AL
50  Huntsville-Florence,  AL
51  Chattanooga,  TN
52  Johnson  City-Kingsport-Bristol,  TN-VA
53  Knoxville,  TN
54  Nashville,  TN
55  Memphis,  TN
56  Paducah,  KY
57  Louisville,  KY
58  Lexington,  KY
59  Huntington,  WV
60  Charleston,  WV
61  Morgantown-Fairmont,  WV
62  Parkersburg,  WV
63  Wheeling-Steubenville-Wierton,  WV-OH
64  Youngstown-Warren,  OH
65  Cleveland,  OH
66  Columbus,  OH
67  Cincinnati,  OH
68  Dayton,  OH
69  Lima,  OH
70  Toledo,  OH
71  Detroit,  MI
72  Saginaw-Bay  City,  MI
73  Grand  Rapids,  MI
74  Lansing-Kalamazoo,  MI
75  South Bend,  IN
76  Fort Wayne,  IN
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Business  Economic  Area  Codes
77  Kokomo-Marion,  IN
78  Anderson-Muncie,  IN
79  Indianapolis,  IN
80  Evansville,  IN
81  Terre Haute,  IN
82  Lafayette,  IN83Chicago,  IL
84  Champaign-Urbana,  IL
85  Springfield-Decatur,  IL
86  Quincy,  IL
87  Peoria,  IL
88  Rockford,  IL
89  Milwaukee,  WI
90  Madison,  WI
91  La Crosse,  WI
92  Eau Claire,  WI
93  Wausau,  WI
94  Appleton-Green  Bay-Oshkosh,  WI
95  Duluth,  MN
96  Minneapolis-St.  Paul,  MN
97  Rochester,  MN
98  Dubuque,  IA
99  Davenport-Rock  Island-Moline,  IA-IL
100  Cedar Rapids,  IA
101  Waterloo,  IA
102  Fort Dodge,  IA
103  Sioux City,  IA
104  Des Moines,  IA
105  Kansas  City,  MO
106  Columbia,  MO
107  St. Louis,  MO
108  Springfield,  MO
109  Fayetteville,  AR
110  Fort Smith,  AR
111  Little Rock-North  Little Rock,  AR
112  Jackson,  MS
113  New Orleans,  LA
114  Baton  Rouge,  LA
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Business  Economic  Area Codes
115  Lafayette,  LA
116  Lake  Charles,  LA
117  Shreveport,  LA
118  Monroe,  LA
119  Texarkana,  TX
120  Tyler-Longview,  TX
121  Beaumont-Port  Arthur,  TX
122  Houston,  TX
123  Austin,  TX
124  Waco-Killeen-Temple,  TX
125  Dallas-Fort  Worth,  TX
126  Wichita  Falls,  TX
127  Abilene,  TX
128  San Angelo,  TX
129  San  Antonio,  TX
130  Corpus  Christi,  TX
131  Brownsville-McAllen-Harlingen,  TX
132  Odessa-Midland,  TX
133  El Paso,  TX
134  Lubbock,  TX
135  Amarillo,  TX
136  Lawton,  OK
137  Oklahoma  City,  OK
138  Tulsa,  OK
139  Wichita,  KS
140  Salina,  KS
141  Topeka,  KS
142  Lincoln,  NE
143  Omaha,  NE
144  Grand  Island,  NE
145  Scotts  Bluff, NE
146  Rapid City,  SD
147  Sioux Falls,  SD
148  Aberdeen,  SD
149  Fargo-Moorhead,  ND-MN
150  Grand  Forks,  ND
151  Bismark,  ND
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Business  Economic  Area  (BEA)  Codes
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Business  Economic  Area Codes
152  Minot,  ND
153  Great  Falls,  MT
154  Missoula,  MT
155  Billings,  MT
156  Cheyenne-Casper,  WY
157  Denver,  CO
158  Colorado Springs-Pueblo,  CO
159  Grand  Junction,  CO
160  Albuquerque,  NM
161  Tucson,  AZ
162  Phoenix,  AZ
163  Las  Vegas,  NV
164  Reno,  NV
165  Salt Lake City-Ogden,  UT
166  Pocatello-Idaho  Falls,  ID
167  Boise  City, ID
168  Spokane,  WA
169  Richland,  WA
170  Yakima,  WA
171  Seattle,  WA
172  Portland,  OR
173  Eugene,  OR
174  Redding,  CA
175  Eureka,  CA
176  San  Francisco-Oakland-San  Jose,  CA
177  Sacramento,  CA
178  Stockton-Modesto,  CA
179  Fresno-Bakersfield,  CA
180  Los  Angeles,  CA
181  San  Diego,  CA
182  Anchorage,  AK
183  Honolulu,  HI
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Business  Economic  Area  Codes
Note:  The following  "BEA"  Codes were  created by the AAR/ALK  processing  team  in order









191  British  Columbia
192  Puerto Rico
193  Yukon
194  Northwest  Territories
195  Mexico
DEPARTMENT  OF COMMERCE  - BUREAU  OF ECONOMIC  ANALYSIS
Business  Economic  Area  (BEA)  Codes
8-55
10UPPER MIDWEST  5-STATE REGION
BEA 96 =  MPLS-ST.PAUL
11
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REPORT  1
CORN  (STCC 01132)  O-BEA TO D-BEA
ORIGIN BEA  0
D-BEA  0  4,751 CARLOADS  16,529,822 BUSHELS  67  RECORDS
D-BEA  2  716 CARLOADS  2,491,129 BUSHELS  6 RECORDS
D-BEA  3  100  CARLOADS  347,923 BUSHELS  1 RECORDS
D-BEA  6  1,240  CARLOADS  4,314,245 BUSHELS  10 RECORDS
D-BEA  7  200 CARLOADS  695,846 BUSHELS  5 RECORDS
D-BEA  11  40 CARLOADS  139,169 BUSHELS  1 RECORDS
D-BEA  14  700 CARLOADS  2,435,461 BUSHELS  12 RECORDS
D-BEA  17  1,220 CARLOADS  4,244,661 BUSHELS  18 RECORDS
D-BEA  18  436 CARLOADS  1,516,944 BUSHELS  6 RECORDS
D-BEA  21  488  CARLOADS  1,697,864 BUSHELS  6 RECORDS
D-BEA  22  472  CARLOADS  1,642,197 BUSHELS  13  RECORDS
D-BEA  27  36  CARLOADS  125,252 BUSHELS  1 RECORDS
D-BEA  28  156  CARLOADS  542,760 BUSHELS  3 RECORDS
D-BEA  29  548  CARLOADS  1,906,618 BUSHELS  11 RECORDS
D-BEA  32  168  CARLOADS  584,511 BUSHELS  3 RECORDS
D-BEA  36  520  CARLOADS  1,809,200 BUSHELS  13  RECORDS
D-BEA  38  148  CARLOADS  514,926 BUSHELS  4 RECORDS
D-BEA  49  994  CARLOADS  3,458,355 BUSHELS  7 RECORDS
D-BEA  50  268  CARLOADS  932,434 BUSHELS  2 RECORDS
D-BEA  51  36 CARLOADS  125,252 BUSHELS  1 RECORDS
D-BEA  53  1,096 CARLOADS  3,813,236 BUSHELS  4 RECORDS
D-BEA  54  40  CARLOADS  139,169 BUSHELS  1 RECORDS
D-BEA  99  1,145 CARLOADS  3,983,718 BUSHELS  12  RECORDS
D-BEA 105  210  CARLOADS  730,638 BUSHELS  1 RECORDS
D-BEA 107  80  CARLOADS  278,338 BUSHELS  1 RECORDS
D-BEA 109  876 CARLOADS  3,047,805 BUSHELS  9 RECORDS
D-BEA 110  360  CARLOADS  1,252,523  BUSHELS  5 RECORDS
D-BEA 111  320  CARLOADS  1,113,354  BUSHELS  3 RECORDS
D-BEA 112  10,960 CARLOADS  38,132,361 BUSHELS  177 RECORDS
D-BEA 113  480 CARLOADS  1,670,030 BUSHELS  6 RECORDS
D-BEA  117  1,482  CARLOADS  5,156,219 BUSHELS  17  RECORDS
D-BEA 119  500  CARLOADS  1,739,615 BUSHELS  5 RECORDS
D-BEA 120  492  CARLOADS  1,711,781 BUSHELS  5 RECORDS
D-BEA 122  36 CARLOADS  125,252 BUSHELS  1 RECORDS
D-BEA 123  36 CARLOADS  125,252 BUSHELS  1 RECORDS
D-BEA 125  124 CARLOADS  431,425 BUSHELS  3 RECORDS
D-BEA 129  1,068 CARLOADS  3,715,818 BUSHELS  5 RECORDS
D-BEA 135  252 CARLOADS  876,766 BUSHELS  2 RECORDS
D-BEA 157  208  CARLOADS  723,680 BUSHELS  3 RECORDS
D-BEA 162  192 CARLOADS  668,012 BUSHELS  2 RECORDS
D-BEA 165  232  CARLOADS  807,181 BUSHELS  4 RECORDS
D-BEA 171  2,116 CARLOADS  7,362,051 BUSHELS  15 RECORDS
D-BEA  172  384  CARLOADS  1,336,024 BUSHELS  5 RECORDS
D-BEA  179  676  CARLOADS  2,351,959 BUSHELS  4 RECORDS
D-BEA  180  572  CARLOADS  1,990,120 BUSHELS  10 RECORDS
ORIGIN BEA  0  37,174  CARLOADS  129,336,896 BUSHELS  491 RECORDS
ORIGIN BEA  9
D-BEA  8  120 CARLOADS  417,508 BUSHELS  3 RECORDS
D-BEA  11  40 CARLOADS  139,169 BUSHELS  1 RECORDS
D-BEA  14  280 CARLOADS  974,184 BUSHELS  7 RECORDS
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CORN  (STCC 01132)  O-BEA TO D-BEA
ORIGIN BEA  9
D-BEA  17  40  CARLOADS  139,169 BUSHELS  1 RECORDS
**********************************************************************
ORIGIN BEA  9  480 CARLOADS  1,670,030 BUSHELS  12  RECORDS
ORIGIN BEA  18
D-BEA  0  252  CARLOADS  876,766 BUSHELS  4 RECORDS
D-BEA  8  100 CARLOADS  347,923 BUSHELS  1 RECORDS
D-BEA  11  116 CARLOADS  403,591 BUSHELS  3 RECORDS
D-BEA  14  76  CARLOADS  264,421 BUSHELS  2 RECORDS
D-BEA  17  316 CARLOADS  1,099,437  BUSHELS  5 RECORDS
D-BEA  18  100  CARLOADS  347,923 BUSHELS  2 RECORDS
**************************************************************************
ORIGIN BEA  18  960 CARLOADS  3,340,061 BUSHELS  17  RECORDS
ORIGIN BEA  23
D-BEA  0  112 CARLOADS  389,674 BUSHELS  3 RECORDS
D-BEA  21  144 CARLOADS  501,009 BUSHELS  4 RECORDS
D-BEA  22  40 CARLOADS  139,169 BUSHELS  1 RECORDS
D-BEA  27  152  CARLOADS  528,843 BUSHELS  4 RECORDS
D-BEA  28  544  CARLOADS  1,892,701 BUSHELS  14  RECORDS
D-BEA  29  80  CARLOADS  278,338  BUSHELS  2 RECORDS
***************************************************************************
ORIGIN BEA  23  1,072 CARLOADS  3,729,735 BUSHELS  28  RECORDS
ORIGIN BEA  24
D-BEA  27  508 CARLOADS  1,767,449 BUSHELS  13  RECORDS
D-BEA  28  440  CARLOADS  1,530,861 BUSHELS  9 RECORDS
D-BEA  29  236  CARLOADS  821,098 BUSHELS  6 RECORDS
ORIGIN BEA  24  1,184  CARLOADS  4,119,408  BUSHELS  28 RECORDS
ORIGIN BEA  33
D-BEA  0  72 CARLOADS  250,505 BUSHELS  2 RECORDS
D-BEA  29  76 CARLOADS  264,421 BUSHELS  2 RECORDS
ORIGIN BEA  33  148 CARLOADS  514,926 BUSHELS  4 RECORDS
ORIGIN BEA  38
D-BEA  36  260  CARLOADS  904,600 BUSHELS  5 RECORDS
D-BEA  41  36  CARLOADS  125,252 BUSHELS  1 RECORDS
ORIGIN BEA  38  296 CARLOADS  1,029,852 BUSHELS  6 RECORDS
ORIGIN BEA  39
D-BEA  0  304  CARLOADS  1,057,686 BUSHELS  7 RECORDS
D-BEA  28  40  CARLOADS  139,169 BUSHELS  1 RECORDS
D-BEA  32  36  CARLOADS  125,252 BUSHELS  1 RECORDS
D-BEA  36  36  CARLOADS  125,252 BUSHELS  1 RECORDS
D-BEA  41  520  CARLOADS  1,809,200 BUSHELS  6 RECORDS
D-BEA  44  704  CARLOADS  2,449,378 BUSHELS  12  RECORDS
ORIGIN BEA  39  1,640  CARLOADS  5,705,937 BUSHELS  28  RECORDS
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ORIGIN BEA  40
D-BEA  0  220 CARLOADS  765,431 BUSHELS  6 RECORDS
D-BEA  36  768 CARLOADS  2,672,049 BUSHELS  17  RECORDS
D-BEA  41  236 CARLOADS  821,098 BUSHELS  5 RECORDS
D-BEA  42  156 CARLOADS  542,760 BUSHELS  3 RECORDS
D-BEA  44  436 CARLOADS  1,516,944 BUSHELS  10 RECORDS
****************************************************************************
ORIGIN BEA  40  1,816 CARLOADS  6,318,282 BUSHELS  41 RECORDS
ORIGIN BEA  54
D-BEA  0  348 CARLOADS  1,210,772 BUSHELS  5 RECORDS
D-BEA  36  852 CARLOADS  2,964,304  BUSHELS  9 RECORDS
D-BEA  49  332 CARLOADS  1,155,104  BUSHELS  4 RECORDS
D-BEA  51  264  CARLOADS  918,517  BUSHELS  2 RECORDS
D-BEA  53  76  CARLOADS  264,421 BUSHELS  2 RECORDS
D-BEA  54  144  CARLOADS  501,009 BUSHELS  4 RECORDS
****************************************************************************
ORIGIN BEA  54  2,016 CARLOADS  7,014,128  BUSHELS  26 RECORDS
ORIGIN BEA  55
D-BEA  0  516  CARLOADS  1,795,283  BUSHELS  11  RECORDS
D-BEA  49  460 CARLOADS  1,600,446 BUSHELS  9 RECORDS
D-BEA  50  40  CARLOADS  139,169 BUSHELS  1 RECORDS
D-BEA  107  40  CARLOADS  139,169 BUSHELS  1 RECORDS
D-BEA  112  1,580  CARLOADS  5,497,183 BUSHELS  34  RECORDS
D-BEA 113  72  CARLOADS  250,505 BUSHELS  2 RECORDS
D-BEA 120  36 CARLOADS  125,252 BUSHELS  1 RECORDS
****************************************************************************
ORIGIN BEA  55  2,744  CARLOADS  9,547,007 BUSHELS  59 RECORDS
ORIGIN BEA  65
D-BEA  0  1,027 CARLOADS  3,573,169 BUSHELS  17  RECORDS
D-BEA  6  40 CARLOADS  139,169 BUSHELS  1 RECORDS
D-BEA  10  264  CARLOADS  918,517 BUSHELS  7 RECORDS
D-BEA  17  256 CARLOADS  890,683 BUSHELS  3 RECORDS
D-BEA  18  40 CARLOADS  139,169 BUSHELS  1 RECORDS
D-BEA  21  828 CARLOADS  2,880,802 BUSHELS  13  RECORDS
D-BEA  22  188 CARLOADS  654,095 BUSHELS  4 RECORDS
D-BEA  27  324 CARLOADS  1,127,271  BUSHELS  8 RECORDS
D-BEA  28  312 CARLOADS  1,085,520  BUSHELS  4 RECORDS
D-BEA  29  328 CARLOADS  1,141,187 BUSHELS  9 RECORDS
ORIGIN BEA  65  3,607 CARLOADS  12,549,583  BUSHELS  67 RECORDS
ORIGIN BEA  66
D-BEA  0  3,104  CARLOADS  10,799,530  BUSHELS  23 RECORDS
D-BEA  7  417  CARLOADS  1,450,839 BUSHELS  2 RECORDS
D-BEA  8  40  CARLOADS  139,169 BUSHELS  1 RECORDS
D-BEA  10  100  CARLOADS  347,923  BUSHELS  2 RECORDS
D-BEA  11  40  CARLOADS  139,169 BUSHELS  1 RECORDS
D-BEA  17  1,060  CARLOADS  3,687,984 BUSHELS  8 RECORDS
D-BEA  18  440 CARLOADS  1,530,861 BUSHELS  3 RECORDS
D-BEA  21  2,820 CARLOADS  9,811,429 BUSHELS  28  RECORDS
D-BEA  22  80  CARLOADS  278,338 BUSHELS  2 RECORDS
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ORIGIN BEA  66
D-BEA  27  336  CARLOADS  1,169,021 BUSHELS  8 RECORDS
D-BEA  28  1,244  CARLOADS  4,328,162  BUSHELS  12  RECORDS
D-BEA  29  1,635 CARLOADS  5,688,541 BUSHELS  20 RECORDS
D-BEA  32  216  CARLOADS  751,514  BUSHELS  2 RECORDS
****************************************************************************
ORIGIN BEA  66  11,532  CARLOADS  40,122,480  BUSHELS  112 RECORDS
ORIGIN BEA  67
D-BEA  0  609  CARLOADS  2,118,851 BUSHELS  5 RECORDS
D-BEA  21  580  CARLOADS  2,017,953  BUSHELS  12  RECORDS
D-BEA  27  588  CARLOADS  2,045,787  BUSHELS  11 RECORDS
D-BEA  29  703  CARLOADS  2,445,899  BUSHELS  15 RECORDS
D-BEA  32  396  CARLOADS  1,377,775 BUSHELS  7 RECORDS
D-BEA  36  688  CARLOADS  2,393,710 BUSHELS  10 RECORDS
D-BEA  38  324  CARLOADS  1,127,271 BUSHELS  5 RECORDS
D-BEA  41  180  CARLOADS  626,261 BUSHELS  1 RECORDS
D-BEA  51  1,396  CARLOADS  4,857,005 BUSHELS  25 RECORDS
D-BEA  53  36  CARLOADS  125,252 BUSHELS  1 RECORDS
****************************************************************************
ORIGIN BEA  67  5,500 CARLOADS  19,135,765 BUSHELS  92 RECORDS
ORIGIN BEA  68
D-BEA  0  1,026  CARLOADS  3,569,690 BUSHELS  7 RECORDS
D-BEA  2  36  CARLOADS  125,252 BUSHELS  1 RECORDS
D-BEA  7  648  CARLOADS  2,254,541 BUSHELS  3 RECORDS
D-BEA  8  80  CARLOADS  278,338  BUSHELS  1 RECORDS
D-BEA  10  40  CARLOADS  139,169 BUSHELS  1 RECORDS
D-BEA  17  120  CARLOADS  417,508  BUSHELS  2 RECORDS
D-BEA  18  376  CARLOADS  1,308,190 BUSHELS  3 RECORDS
D-BEA  21  40  CARLOADS  139,169 BUSHELS  1 RECORDS
D-BEA  28  192  CARLOADS  668,012  BUSHELS  3 RECORDS
D-BEA  32  180  CARLOADS  626,261 BUSHELS  1 RECORDS
****************************************************************************
ORIGIN BEA  68  2,738  CARLOADS  9,526,132  BUSHELS  23 RECORDS
ORIGIN BEA  69
D-BEA  0  792  CARLOADS  2,755,550 BUSHELS  6 RECORDS
D-BEA  3  150  CARLOADS  521,885 BUSHELS  1 RECORDS
D-BEA  6  180  CARLOADS  626,261 BUSHELS  1 RECORDS
D-BEA  7  501 CARLOADS  1,743,094 BUSHELS  2 RECORDS
D-BEA  10  244  CARLOADS  848,932  BUSHELS  4 RECORDS
D-BEA  11  36  CARLOADS  125,252 BUSHELS  1 RECORDS
D-BEA  17  220  CARLOADS  765,431 BUSHELS  2 RECORDS
D-BEA  18  804  CARLOADS  2,797,301 BUSHELS  8 RECORDS
D-BEA  21  36  CARLOADS  125,252 BUSHELS  1 RECORDS
D-BEA  27  252  CARLOADS  876,766 BUSHELS  7 RECORDS
D-BEA  28  192  CARLOADS  668,012  BUSHELS  5 RECORDS
D-BEA  32  36  CARLOADS  125,252 BUSHELS  1 RECORDS
D-BEA  36  180  CARLOADS  626,261 BUSHELS  5 RECORDS
D-BEA  51  36  CARLOADS  125,252 BUSHELS  1 RECORDS
D-BEA  53  72  CARLOADS  250,505 BUSHELS  2 RECORDS
****************************************************************************
ORIGIN BEA  69  3,731  CARLOADS  12,981,007 BUSHELS  47  RECORDS
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ORIGIN BEA  70
D-BEA  0  9,944  CARLOADS  34,597,463 BUSHELS  53  RECORDS
D-BEA  2  180 CARLOADS  626,261 BUSHELS  1 RECORDS
D-BEA  6  180 CARLOADS  626,261 BUSHELS  2 RECORDS
D-BEA  7  231 CARLOADS  803,702 BUSHELS  2 RECORDS
D-BEA  10  192 CARLOADS  668,012 BUSHELS  4 RECORDS
D-BEA  11  36  CARLOADS  125,252 BUSHELS  1 RECORDS
D-BEA  17  324  CARLOADS  1,127,271 BUSHELS  7 RECORDS
D-BEA  18  184  CARLOADS  640,178 BUSHELS  4 RECORDS
D-BEA  21  2,402  CARLOADS  8,357,110 BUSHELS  22  RECORDS
D-BEA  22  72  CARLOADS  250,505 BUSHELS  1 RECORDS
D-BEA  27  304 CARLOADS  1,057,686 BUSHELS  6 RECORDS
D-BEA  28  2,709 CARLOADS  9,425,234 BUSHELS  17 RECORDS
D-BEA  29  264  CARLOADS  918,517 BUSHELS  6 RECORDS
D-BEA  36  616 CARLOADS  2,143,206 BUSHELS  3 RECORDS
D-BEA  41  180  CARLOADS  626,261 BUSHELS  1 RECORDS
D-BEA  44  180  CARLOADS  626,261 BUSHELS  1 RECORDS
D-BEA  47  195 CARLOADS  678,450 BUSHELS  1 RECORDS
ORIGIN BEA  70  18,193 CARLOADS  63,297,631 BUSHELS  132 RECORDS
ORIGIN BEA  71
D-BEA  0  1,351 CARLOADS  4,700,440 BUSHELS  12  RECORDS
D-BEA  2  204  CARLOADS  709,763  BUSHELS  5 RECORDS
D-BEA  3  80  CARLOADS  278,338 BUSHELS  2 RECORDS
D-BEA  7  160 CARLOADS  556,677 BUSHELS  4 RECORDS
D-BEA  17  144 CARLOADS  501,009 BUSHELS  2 RECORDS
D-BEA  18  40  CARLOADS  139,169 BUSHELS  1 RECORDS
D-BEA  41  120  CARLOADS  417,508  BUSHELS  1 RECORDS
ORIGIN BEA  71  2,099  CARLOADS  7,302,904  BUSHELS  27  RECORDS
ORIGIN BEA  72
D-BEA  0  5,511 CARLOADS  19,174,037 BUSHELS  35 RECORDS
D-BEA  3  120 CARLOADS  417,508 BUSHELS  3 RECORDS
D-BEA  6  352  CARLOADS  1,224,689 BUSHELS  8 RECORDS
D-BEA  17  72  CARLOADS  250,505 BUSHELS  2 RECORDS
D-BEA  21  36  CARLOADS  125,252 BUSHELS  1 RECORDS
D-BEA  29  969  CARLOADS  3,371,374  BUSHELS  5 RECORDS
D-BEA  41  568  CARLOADS  1,976,203  BUSHELS  4 RECORDS
D-BEA  53  207  CARLOADS  720,201 BUSHELS  1 RECORDS
ORIGIN BEA  72  7,835 CARLOADS  27,259,767 BUSHELS  59 RECORDS
ORIGIN BEA  74
D-BEA  0  2,186 CARLOADS  7,605,597  BUSHELS  24 RECORDS
D-BEA  3  220 CARLOADS  765,431 BUSHELS  4 RECORDS
D-BEA  6  396 CARLOADS  1,377,775 BUSHELS  3 RECORDS
D-BEA  8  120 CARLOADS  417,508 BUSHELS  2 RECORDS
D-BEA  10  40 CARLOADS  139,169 BUSHELS  1 RECORDS
D-BEA  11  80 CARLOADS  278,338 BUSHELS  2 RECORDS
D-BEA  17  628  CARLOADS  2,184,956 BUSHELS  9 RECORDS
D-BEA  18  40  CARLOADS  139,169 BUSHELS  1 RECORDS
D-BEA  29  1,665 CARLOADS  5,792,918 BUSHELS  10 RECORDS
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ORIGIN BEA  74
D-BEA  32  108 CARLOADS  375,757 BUSHELS  2 RECORDS
D-BEA  53  219  CARLOADS  761,951 BUSHELS  1 RECORDS
ORIGIN BEA  74  5,702  CARLOADS  19,838,569 BUSHELS  59 RECORDS
ORIGIN BEA  75
D-BEA  0  620 CARLOADS  2,157,123 BUSHELS  6 RECORDS
D-BEA  17  220 CARLOADS  765,431 BUSHELS  3 RECORDS
D-BEA  21  180  CARLOADS  626,261 BUSHELS  1 RECORDS
D-BEA  41  180 CARLOADS  626,261 BUSHELS  1 RECORDS
D-BEA  53  210 CARLOADS  730,638 BUSHELS  1 RECORDS
ORIGIN BEA  75  1,410 CARLOADS  4,905,714 BUSHELS  12  RECORDS
ORIGIN BEA  76
D-BEA  0  4,388  CARLOADS  15,266,861 BUSHELS  33  RECORDS
D-BEA  2  60 CARLOADS  208,754  BUSHELS  1 RECORDS
D-BEA  7  40  CARLOADS  139,169 BUSHELS  1 RECORDS
D-BEA  8  140  CARLOADS  487,092  BUSHELS  2 RECORDS
D-BEA  10  76  CARLOADS  264,421 BUSHELS  2 RECORDS
D-BEA  11  80  CARLOADS  278,338 BUSHELS  1 RECORDS
D-BEA  17  492 CARLOADS  1,711,781 BUSHELS  5 RECORDS
D-BEA  18  216 CARLOADS  751,514 BUSHELS  2 RECORDS
D-BEA  21  272 CARLOADS  946,351 BUSHELS  2 RECORDS
D-BEA  22  292 CARLOADS  1,015,935 BUSHELS  4 RECORDS
D-BEA  27  252 CARLOADS  876,766 BUSHELS  3 RECORDS
D-BEA  28  716  CARLOADS  2,491,129 BUSHELS  4 RECORDS
D-BEA  32  36 CARLOADS  125,252 BUSHELS  1 RECORDS
D-BEA  36  364  CARLOADS  1,266,440 BUSHELS  5 RECORDS
D-BEA  41  536 CARLOADS  1,864,867 BUSHELS  12  RECORDS
D-BEA  44  72  CARLOADS  250,505 BUSHELS  1 RECORDS
D-BEA  47  200 CARLOADS  695,846  BUSHELS  1 RECORDS
D-BEA  49  216 CARLOADS  751,514 BUSHELS  2 RECORDS
D-BEA  51  108  CARLOADS  375,757 BUSHELS  3 RECORDS
D-BEA  53  108  CARLOADS  375,757 BUSHELS  3 RECORDS
ORIGIN BEA  76  8,664 CARLOADS  30,144,049 BUSHELS  88  RECORDS
ORIGIN BEA  77
D-BEA  0  5,042 CARLOADS  17,542,278 BUSHELS  26  RECORDS
D-BEA  2  40  CARLOADS  139,169 BUSHELS  1 RECORDS
D-BEA  10  40  CARLOADS  139,169 BUSHELS  1 RECORDS
D-BEA  11  40  CARLOADS  139,169  BUSHELS  1 RECORDS
D-BEA  18  60  CARLOADS  208,754 BUSHELS  1 RECORDS
D-BEA  21  180  CARLOADS  626,261 BUSHELS  1 RECORDS
D-BEA  22  144  CARLOADS  501,009 BUSHELS  2 RECORDS
D-BEA  27  220 CARLOADS  765,431 BUSHELS  2 RECORDS
D-BEA  28  824  CARLOADS  2,866,886 BUSHELS  4 RECORDS
D-BEA  29  36  CARLOADS  125,252 BUSHELS  1 RECORDS
D-BEA  32  72  CARLOADS  250,505 BUSHELS  2 RECORDS
D-BEA  36  1,478 CARLOADS  5,142,302 BUSHELS  9 RECORDS
D-BEA  38  36 CARLOADS  125,252 BUSHELS  1 RECORDS
D-BEA  51  40  CARLOADS  139,169 BUSHELS  1 RECORDS
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ORIGIN BEA  77
D-BEA  53  350  CARLOADS  1,217,731 BUSHELS  5 RECORDS
ORIGIN BEA  77  8,602  CARLOADS  29,928,336 BUSHELS  58  RECORDS
ORIGIN BEA  78
D-BEA  0  4,010 CARLOADS  13,951,712 BUSHELS  22 RECORDS
D-BEA  11  36 CARLOADS  125,252 BUSHELS  1 RECORDS
D-BEA  17  192 CARLOADS  668,012 BUSHELS  3 RECORDS
D-BEA  21  276 CARLOADS  960,267 BUSHELS  3 RECORDS
D-BEA  28  592  CARLOADS  2,059,704  BUSHELS  3 RECORDS
D-BEA  29  36  CARLOADS  125,252 BUSHELS  1 RECORDS
D-BEA  32  180  CARLOADS  626,261 BUSHELS  2 RECORDS
D-BEA  36  728 CARLOADS  2,532,879 BUSHELS  10 RECORDS
D-BEA  49  156 CARLOADS  542,760 BUSHELS  1 RECORDS
D-BEA  51  584  CARLOADS  2,031,870 BUSHELS  8 RECORDS
D-BEA  53  661 CARLOADS  2,299,771 BUSHELS  10 RECORDS
ORIGIN BEA  78  7,451 CARLOADS  25,923,743  BUSHELS  64  RECORDS
ORIGIN BEA  79
D-BEA  0  2,442  CARLOADS  8,496,280 BUSHELS  18  RECORDS
D-BEA  8  40  CARLOADS  139,169 BUSHELS  1 RECORDS
D-BEA  32  180 CARLOADS  626,261 BUSHELS  1 RECORDS
D-BEA  36  1,909 CARLOADS  6,641,850 BUSHELS  10 RECORDS
D-BEA  41  252 CARLOADS  876,766 BUSHELS  2 RECORDS
D-BEA  51  180 CARLOADS  626,261 BUSHELS  1 RECORDS
D-BEA  53  300  CARLOADS  1,043,769 BUSHELS  1 RECORDS
D-BEA 113  195  CARLOADS  678,450 BUSHELS  1 RECORDS
ORIGIN BEA  79  5,498  CARLOADS  19,128,807 BUSHELS  35 RECORDS
ORIGIN BEA  80
D-BEA  0  1,368 CARLOADS  4,759,587 BUSHELS  13  RECORDS
D-BEA  28  200 CARLOADS  695,846 BUSHELS  1 RECORDS
D-BEA  32  252  CARLOADS  876,766 BUSHELS  6 RECORDS
D-BEA  36  6,760  CARLOADS  23,519,595  BUSHELS  72  RECORDS
D-BEA  38  576  CARLOADS  2,004,036 BUSHELS  5 RECORDS
D-BEA  41  912  CARLOADS  3,173,058 BUSHELS  6 RECORDS
D-BEA  47  240 CARLOADS  835,015 BUSHELS  2 RECORDS
D-BEA  49  2,523  CARLOADS  8,778,097 BUSHELS  25 RECORDS
D-BEA  50  564  CARLOADS  1,962,286 BUSHELS  4 RECORDS
D-BEA  51  3,544 CARLOADS  12,330,391 BUSHELS  50 RECORDS
D-BEA  53  300 CARLOADS  1,043,769 BUSHELS  4 RECORDS
D-BEA  54  1,356  CARLOADS  4,717,836 BUSHELS  10  RECORDS
D-BEA 112  108  CARLOADS  375,757  BUSHELS  3 RECORDS
D-BEA 113  366  CARLOADS  1,273,398 BUSHELS  2 RECORDS
ORIGIN BEA  80  19,069 CARLOADS  66,345,437 BUSHELS  203  RECORDS
ORIGIN BEA  81
D-BEA  0  1,392 CARLOADS  4,843,088  BUSHELS  9 RECORDS
D-BEA  36  2,595 CARLOADS  9,028,602  BUSHELS  14  RECORDS
D-BEA  41  144  CARLOADS  501,009  BUSHELS  3 RECORDS
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ORIGIN BEA  81
D-BEA  44  72  CARLOADS  250,505 BUSHELS  1 RECORDS
D-BEA  47  610  CARLOADS  2,122,330 BUSHELS  3 RECORDS
D-BEA  49  1,896  CARLOADS  6,596,620 BUSHELS  12  RECORDS
D-BEA  50  660  CARLOADS  2,296,292  BUSHELS  6 RECORDS
D-BEA  51  180 CARLOADS  626,261 BUSHELS  1 RECORDS
D-BEA  54  600  CARLOADS  2,087,538 BUSHELS  4 RECORDS
D-BEA 112  36  CARLOADS  125,252 BUSHELS  1 RECORDS
D-BEA 113  240 CARLOADS  835,015 BUSHELS  1 RECORDS
***************************************************************************
ORIGIN BEA  81  8,425 CARLOADS  29,312,513 BUSHELS  55  RECORDS
ORIGIN BEA  82
D-BEA  0  4,149  CARLOADS  14,435,325 BUSHELS  25  RECORDS
D-BEA  17  72  CARLOADS  250,505 BUSHELS  1 RECORDS
D-BEA  28  1,226 CARLOADS  4,265,536 BUSHELS  6 RECORDS
D-BEA  36  819 CARLOADS  2,849,489 BUSHELS  6 RECORDS
D-BEA  42  96  CARLOADS  334,006 BUSHELS  1 RECORDS
D-BEA  44  360 CARLOADS  1,252,523  BUSHELS  2 RECORDS
D-BEA  47  633 CARLOADS  2,202,353 BUSHELS  3 RECORDS
D-BEA  49  180 CARLOADS  626,261 BUSHELS  1 RECORDS
D-BEA  50  585 CARLOADS  2,035,350 BUSHELS  3 RECORDS
D-BEA  51  72  CARLOADS  250,505 BUSHELS  1 RECORDS
D-BEA  53  690 CARLOADS  2,400,669 BUSHELS  5 RECORDS
D-BEA  54  72  CARLOADS  250,505 BUSHELS  1 RECORDS
***************************************************************************
ORIGIN BEA  82  8,954 CARLOADS  31,153,025 BUSHELS  55 RECORDS
ORIGIN BEA  83
D-BEA  0  10,612  CARLOADS  36,921,589 BUSHELS  80 RECORDS
D-BEA  11  40  CARLOADS  139,169 BUSHELS  1 RECORDS
D-BEA  17  180  CARLOADS  626,261 BUSHELS  1 RECORDS
D-BEA  18  540  CARLOADS  1,878,784  BUSHELS  4 RECORDS
D-BEA  36  676  CARLOADS  2,351,959  BUSHELS  5 RECORDS
D-BEA  41  440 CARLOADS  1,530,861 BUSHELS  3 RECORDS
D-BEA  42  72  CARLOADS  250,505 BUSHELS  1 RECORDS
D-BEA  44  180  CARLOADS  626,261 BUSHELS  1 RECORDS
D-BEA  47  420 CARLOADS  1,461,277  BUSHELS  2 RECORDS
D-BEA  49  240 CARLOADS  835,015 BUSHELS  2 RECORDS
D-BEA  50  336  CARLOADS  1,169,021 BUSHELS  3 RECORDS
D-BEA  51  60  CARLOADS  208,754  BUSHELS  1 RECORDS
D-BEA 111  304  CARLOADS  1,057,686 BUSHELS  4 RECORDS
D-BEA 113  6,707  CARLOADS  23,335,196 BUSHELS  33  RECORDS
D-BEA 117  40  CARLOADS  139,169 BUSHELS  1 RECORDS
D-BEA 119  810  CARLOADS  2,818,176 BUSHELS  5 RECORDS
D-BEA 120  605  CARLOADS  2,104,934 BUSHELS  4 RECORDS
ORIGIN BEA  83  22,262  CARLOADS  77,454,618 BUSHELS  151 RECORDS
ORIGIN BEA  84
D-BEA  0  17,896 CARLOADS  62,264,300 BUSHELS  135 RECORDS
D-BEA  6  100 CARLOADS  347,923 BUSHELS  1 RECORDS
D-BEA  11  320 CARLOADS  1,113,354  BUSHELS  8 RECORDS
D-BEA  14  120 CARLOADS  417,508 BUSHELS  3 RECORDS
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ORIGIN BEA  84
D-BEA  29  400 CARLOADS  1,391,692 BUSHELS  10 RECORDS
D-BEA  36  1,464  CARLOADS  5,093,593 BUSHELS  9 RECORDS
D-BEA  41  448  CARLOADS  1,558,695 BUSHELS  4 RECORDS
D-BEA  42  80  CARLOADS  278,338 BUSHELS  2 RECORDS
D-BEA  47  1,312  CARLOADS  4,564,750 BUSHELS  6 RECORDS
D-BEA  49  180 CARLOADS  626,261 BUSHELS  1 RECORDS
D-BEA  50  201 CARLOADS  699,325 BUSHELS  1 RECORDS
D-BEA  51  172 CARLOADS  598,428 BUSHELS  2 RECORDS
D-BEA  54  396 CARLOADS  1,377,775 BUSHELS  3 RECORDS
D-BEA 107  268  CARLOADS  932,434 BUSHELS  2 RECORDS
D-BEA 111  400 CARLOADS  1,391,692 BUSHELS  4 RECORDS
D-BEA 112  1,032  CARLOADS  3,590,565 BUSHELS  15 RECORDS
D-BEA 113  8,619 CARLOADS  29,987,483 BUSHELS  42  RECORDS
D-BEA 119  200 CARLOADS  695,846 BUSHELS  2 RECORDS
D-BEA 179  40  CARLOADS  139,169  BUSHELS  1 RECORDS
***************************************
ORIGIN BEA  84  33,648 CARLOADS  117,069,131 BUSHELS  251 RECORDS
ORIGIN BEA  85
D-BEA  0  6,423 CARLOADS  22,347,094 BUSHELS  65 RECORDS
D-BEA  36  108  CARLOADS  375,757 BUSHELS  3 RECORDS
D-BEA  49  156  CARLOADS  542,760 BUSHELS  2 RECORDS
D-BEA  51  72  CARLOADS  250,505 BUSHELS  2 RECORDS
D-BEA  53  200  CARLOADS  695,846 BUSHELS  1 RECORDS
D-BEA 107  120  CARLOADS  417,508 BUSHELS  2 RECORDS
D-BEA 111  400 CARLOADS  1,391,692  BUSHELS  4 RECORDS
D-BEA 113  1,353  CARLOADS  4,707,398  BUSHELS  6 RECORDS
D-BEA 119  200 CARLOADS  695,846 BUSHELS  2 RECORDS
D-BEA 120  220 CARLOADS  765,431 BUSHELS  4 RECORDS
****************************************************************************
ORIGIN BEA  85  9,252  CARLOADS  32,189,836 BUSHELS  91 RECORDS
ORIGIN BEA  87
D-BEA  0  3,399  CARLOADS  11,825,903 BUSHELS  30  RECORDS
D-BEA  14  40  CARLOADS  139,169 BUSHELS  1 RECORDS
D-BEA 107  312  CARLOADS  1,085,520 BUSHELS  4 RECORDS
D-BEA 111  228 CARLOADS  793,264  BUSHELS  2 RECORDS
D-BEA 113  480 CARLOADS  1,670,030 BUSHELS  2 RECORDS
D-BEA 120  40  CARLOADS  139,169 BUSHELS  1 RECORDS
****************************************************************************
ORIGIN BEA  87  4,499  CARLOADS  15,653,056 BUSHELS  40 RECORDS
ORIGIN BEA  88
D-BEA  0  2,342  CARLOADS  8,148,357 BUSHELS  13  RECORDS
D-BEA  99  36  CARLOADS  125,252 BUSHELS  1 RECORDS
*************************************
ORIGIN BEA  88  2,378 CARLOADS  8,273,609 BUSHELS  14  RECORDS
ORIGIN BEA  89
D-BEA  0  3,149 CARLOADS  10,956,095 BUSHELS  19  RECORDS
D-BEA  113  176 CARLOADS  612,344 BUSHELS  1 RECORDS
****************************************************************************
ORIGIN BEA  89  3,325  CARLOADS  11,568,440 BUSHELS  20 RECORDS
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ORIGIN BEA  96
D-BEA  0  3,594 CARLOADS  12,504,353 BUSHELS  35 RECORDS
D-BEA  96  7,448 CARLOADS  25,913,305 BUSHELS  53  RECORDS
D-BEA  98  4,540 CARLOADS  15,795,704 BUSHELS  48 RECORDS
D-BEA  99  3,266 CARLOADS  11,363,165 BUSHELS  26 RECORDS
D-BEA 104  1,322  CARLOADS  4,599,542 BUSHELS  7 RECORDS
D-BEA 155  360 CARLOADS  1,252,523 BUSHELS  8 RECORDS
D-BEA  171  8,880 CARLOADS  30,895,562  BUSHELS  52  RECORDS
D-BEA  172  6,064  CARLOADS  21,098,051 BUSHELS  36  RECORDS
***************************************************************************
ORIGIN BEA  96  35,474  CARLOADS  123,422,205 BUSHELS  265 RECORDS
ORIGIN BEA  97
D-BEA  0  1,545  CARLOADS  5,375,410 BUSHELS  16 RECORDS
D-BEA  96  1,281 CARLOADS  4,456,894  BUSHELS  6 RECORDS
D-BEA  98  1,036  CARLOADS  3,604,482 BUSHELS  13  RECORDS
D-BEA  99  1,244  CARLOADS  4,328,162  BUSHELS  19 RECORDS
D-BEA  105  268  CARLOADS  932,434  BUSHELS  3 RECORDS
D-BEA 107  200  CARLOADS  695,846 BUSHELS  1 RECORDS
***************************************************************************
ORIGIN BEA  97  5,574  CARLOADS  19,393,228 BUSHELS  58 RECORDS
ORIGIN BEA 101
D-BEA  0  7,097  CARLOADS  24,692,095 BUSHELS  49  RECORDS
D-BEA  98  6,836 CARLOADS  23,784,016 BUSHELS  67 RECORDS
D-BEA  99  11,072 CARLOADS  38,522,035 BUSHELS  79 RECORDS
D-BEA 102  108 CARLOADS  375,757 BUSHELS  1 RECORDS
D-BEA 104  1,790 CARLOADS  6,227,822 BUSHELS  11 RECORDS
D-BEA 105  629 CARLOADS  2,188,436 BUSHELS  5 RECORDS
D-BEA 107  200 CARLOADS  695,846 BUSHELS  1 RECORDS
****************************************************************************
ORIGIN BEA 101  27,732 CARLOADS  96,486,006 BUSHELS  213 RECORDS
ORIGIN BEA 102
D-BEA  0  17,443 CARLOADS  60,688,209 BUSHELS  90 RECORDS
D-BEA  49  40 CARLOADS  139,169 BUSHELS  1 RECORDS
D-BEA  98  9,396 CARLOADS  32,690,845  BUSHELS  71 RECORDS
D-BEA  99  26,967 CARLOADS  93,824,395  BUSHELS  141 RECORDS
D-BEA 102  2,292  CARLOADS  7,974,395 BUSHELS  22  RECORDS
D-BEA 104  3,711 CARLOADS  12,911,423 BUSHELS  21 RECORDS
D-BEA  105  721 CARLOADS  2,508,525 BUSHELS  4 RECORDS
D-BEA  107  324  CARLOADS  1,127,271 BUSHELS  2 RECORDS
D-BEA 108  152  CARLOADS  528,843  BUSHELS  3 RECORDS
D-BEA 119  108  CARLOADS  375,757 BUSHELS  1 RECORDS
D-BEA 125  108  CARLOADS  375,757 BUSHELS  1 RECORDS
***************************************************************************
ORIGIN BEA 102  61,262  CARLOADS  213,144,588  BUSHELS  357 RECORDS
ORIGIN BEA 103
D-BEA  0  5,017  CARLOADS  17,455,297 BUSHELS  26  RECORDS
D-BEA  49  844  CARLOADS  2,936,470 BUSHELS  12  RECORDS
D-BEA  96  100 CARLOADS  347,923 BUSHELS  1 RECORDS
D-BEA  98  4,316 CARLOADS  15,016,357 BUSHELS  35 RECORDS
D-BEA  99  2,553  CARLOADS  8,882,474 BUSHELS  15 RECORDS
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ORIGIN BEA  103
D-BEA 105  292  CARLOADS  1,015,935 BUSHELS  3 RECORDS
D-BEA 107  724  CARLOADS  2,518,963 BUSHELS  5 RECORDS
D-BEA 108  776 CARLOADS  2,699,882  BUSHELS  8 RECORDS
D-BEA 109  316  CARLOADS  1,099,437 BUSHELS  2 RECORDS
D-BEA  110  516 CARLOADS  1,795,283 BUSHELS  2 RECORDS
D-BEA  111  40  CARLOADS  139,169  BUSHELS  1 RECORDS
D-BEA 112  348  CARLOADS  1,210,772 BUSHELS  4 RECORDS
D-BEA 113  40  CARLOADS  139,169 BUSHELS  1 RECORDS
D-BEA 135  216 CARLOADS  751,514 BUSHELS  1 RECORDS
D-BEA 162  2,268  CARLOADS  7,890,894 BUSHELS  20 RECORDS
D-BEA 171  2,912  CARLOADS  10,131,518 BUSHELS  15 RECORDS
D-BEA 172  2,356 CARLOADS  8,197,066 BUSHELS  15 RECORDS
D-BEA 178  1,107 CARLOADS  3,851,508 BUSHELS  5 RECORDS
D-BEA 179  1,233 CARLOADS  4,289,891 BUSHELS  6 RECORDS
D-BEA 180  1,488 CARLOADS  5,177,094 BUSHELS  19 RECORDS
D-BEA 181  1,920 CARLOADS  6,680,122 BUSHELS  16 RECORDS
ORIGIN BEA 103  29,382  CARLOADS  102,226,736 BUSHELS  212 RECORDS
ORIGIN BEA 104
D-BEA  0  3,908  CARLOADS  13,596,831 BUSHELS  20 RECORDS
D-BEA  28  192 CARLOADS  668,012 BUSHELS  1 RECORDS
D-BEA  36  3,012  CARLOADS  10,479,441 BUSHELS  16 RECORDS
D-BEA  49  72  CARLOADS  250,505 BUSHELS  2 RECORDS
D-BEA  50  432  CARLOADS  1,503,027 BUSHELS  4 RECORDS
D-BEA  99  5,243  CARLOADS  18,241,603 BUSHELS  41 RECORDS
D-BEA 104  2,585 CARLOADS  8,993,810 BUSHELS  16 RECORDS
D-BEA 105  1,742  CARLOADS  6,060,819 BUSHELS  10 RECORDS
D-BEA 107  1,136  CARLOADS  3,952,405 BUSHELS  6 RECORDS
D-BEA 108  180  CARLOADS  626,261 BUSHELS  3 RECORDS
ORIGIN BEA 104  18,502 CARLOADS  64,372,713  BUSHELS  119 RECORDS
ORIGIN BEA  105
D-BEA  0  1,918 CARLOADS  6,673,163  BUSHELS  27 RECORDS
D-BEA  36  100 CARLOADS  347,923 BUSHELS  2 RECORDS
D-BEA  53  48 CARLOADS  167,003 BUSHELS  1 RECORDS
D-BEA 105  540 CARLOADS  1,878,784 BUSHELS  8 RECORDS
D-BEA 108  768 CARLOADS  2,672,049 BUSHELS  9 RECORDS
D-BEA 109  7,056 CARLOADS  24,549,447 BUSHELS  69 RECORDS
D-BEA 110  1,832 CARLOADS  6,373,949 BUSHELS  16 RECORDS
D-BEA 111  692 CARLOADS  2,407,627 BUSHELS  7 RECORDS
D-BEA 113  583  CARLOADS  2,028,391 BUSHELS  3 RECORDS
D-BEA  117  660 CARLOADS  2,296,292 BUSHELS  4 RECORDS
D-BEA  119  2,663  CARLOADS  9,265,189 BUSHELS  18  RECORDS
D-BEA  120  300  CARLOADS  1,043,769 BUSHELS  3 RECORDS
D-BEA  122  611  CARLOADS  2,125,810 BUSHELS  4 RECORDS
D-BEA 125  1,128  CARLOADS  3,924,571 BUSHELS  20 RECORDS
D-BEA 127  228  CARLOADS  793,264  BUSHELS  6 RECORDS
D-BEA 129  981 CARLOADS  3,413,125 BUSHELS  8 RECORDS
D-BEA 133  308  CARLOADS  1,071,603 BUSHELS  4 RECORDS
D-BEA 135  1,204  CARLOADS  4,188,993  BUSHELS  9 RECORDS
D-BEA 137  36  CARLOADS  125,252 BUSHELS  1 RECORDS
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ORIGIN BEA 105
ORIGIN BEA 105  21,656 CARLOADS  75,346,205 BUSHELS  219  RECORDS
ORIGIN BEA 107
D-BEA  0  676 CARLOADS  2,351,959 BUSHELS  7 RECORDS
D-BEA  32  252  CARLOADS  876,766 BUSHELS  6 RECORDS
D-BEA  36  792  CARLOADS  2,755,550 BUSHELS  17  RECORDS
D-BEA  41  108  CARLOADS  375,757 BUSHELS  3 RECORDS
D-BEA  42  36  CARLOADS  125,252 BUSHELS  1 RECORDS
D-BEA  49  1,160  CARLOADS  4,035,907 BUSHELS  23  RECORDS
D-BEA  50  108  CARLOADS  375,757 BUSHELS  1 RECORDS
D-BEA  51  144  CARLOADS  501,009 BUSHELS  3 RECORDS
D-BEA 107  512  CARLOADS  1,781,366 BUSHELS  5 RECORDS
D-BEA 110  200 CARLOADS  695,846 BUSHELS  2 RECORDS
D-BEA 111  980 CARLOADS  3,409,645 BUSHELS  18  RECORDS
D-BEA 112  3,324  CARLOADS  11,564,961 BUSHELS  65 RECORDS
D-BEA 113  2,619  CARLOADS  9,112,103 BUSHELS  17  RECORDS
D-BEA 119  1,492 CARLOADS  5,191,011 BUSHELS  20  RECORDS
D-BEA 120  852  CARLOADS  2,964,304 BUSHELS  10 RECORDS
D-BEA 129  144 CARLOADS  501,009 BUSHELS  1 RECORDS
ORIGIN BEA 107  13,399 CARLOADS  46,618,203 BUSHELS  199 RECORDS
ORIGIN BEA 124
D-BEA 119  40  CARLOADS  139,169 BUSHELS  1 RECORDS
D-BEA 125  80 CARLOADS  278,338 BUSHELS  2 RECORDS
D-BEA 133  80 CARLOADS  278,338 BUSHELS  2 RECORDS
D-BEA 135  96  CARLOADS  334,006 BUSHELS  2 RECORDS
ORIGIN BEA 124  296 CARLOADS  1,029,852  BUSHELS  7 RECORDS
ORIGIN BEA 135
D-BEA  0  480 CARLOADS  1,670,030 BUSHELS  9 RECORDS
D-BEA 112  80  CARLOADS  278,338 BUSHELS  2 RECORDS
D-BEA 122  712  CARLOADS  2,477,212 BUSHELS  9 RECORDS
D-BEA 125  240 CARLOADS  835,015 BUSHELS  6 RECORDS
D-BEA 129  200 CARLOADS  695,846 BUSHELS  5 RECORDS
D-BEA 135  392  CARLOADS  1,363,858 BUSHELS  7 RECORDS
D-BEA 157  40  CARLOADS  139,169 BUSHELS  1 RECORDS
D-BEA 162  311  CARLOADS  1,082,041 BUSHELS  3 RECORDS
D-BEA 172  200 CARLOADS  695,846 BUSHELS  5 RECORDS
D-BEA 178  100  CARLOADS  347,923 BUSHELS  1 RECORDS
D-BEA 179  180  CARLOADS  626,261 BUSHELS  4 RECORDS
D-BEA 180  136  CARLOADS  473,175 BUSHELS  3 RECORDS
ORIGIN BEA 135  3,071 CARLOADS  10,684,715 BUSHELS  55 RECORDS
ORIGIN BEA 139
D-BEA  0  240 CARLOADS  835,015 BUSHELS  3 RECORDS
D-BEA 125  36  CARLOADS  125,252 BUSHELS  1 RECORDS
D-BEA 135  700 CARLOADS  2,435,461 BUSHELS  8 RECORDS
D-BEA 162  36  CARLOADS  125,252 BUSHELS  1 RECORDS
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ORIGIN BEA 139
***************************************************************************
ORIGIN BEA 139  1,012 CARLOADS  3,520,981 BUSHELS  13  RECORDS
ORIGIN BEA 140
D-BEA  0  108  CARLOADS  375,757 BUSHELS  2 RECORDS
D-BEA  119  36  CARLOADS  125,252 BUSHELS  1 RECORDS
D-BEA 120  240 CARLOADS  835,015 BUSHELS  2 RECORDS
D-BEA 123  40  CARLOADS  139,169 BUSHELS  1 RECORDS
D-BEA 125  324  CARLOADS  1,127,271 BUSHELS  5 RECORDS
D-BEA 127  36  CARLOADS  125,252 BUSHELS  1 RECORDS
D-BEA 129  156 CARLOADS  542,760 BUSHELS  4 RECORDS
D-BEA 135  36  CARLOADS  125,252 BUSHELS  1 RECORDS
D-BEA 137  108 CARLOADS  375,757 BUSHELS  2 RECORDS
D-BEA 179  60  CARLOADS  208,754 BUSHELS  1 RECORDS
****************************************************************************
ORIGIN BEA 140  1,144 CARLOADS  3,980,239 BUSHELS  20 RECORDS
ORIGIN BEA 142
D-BEA  0  2,303 CARLOADS  8,012,667 BUSHELS  22  RECORDS
D-BEA  49  80 CARLOADS  278,338 BUSHELS  2 RECORDS
D-BEA 105  2,196 CARLOADS  7,640,389 BUSHELS  37 RECORDS
D-BEA  107  1,492  CARLOADS  5,191,011 BUSHELS  7 RECORDS
D-BEA  108  428  CARLOADS  1,489,110 BUSHELS  7 RECORDS
D-BEA 109  2,648  CARLOADS  9,213,001 BUSHELS  22  RECORDS
D-BEA 110  456 CARLOADS  1,586,529 BUSHELS  3 RECORDS
D-BEA 111  444  CARLOADS  1,544,778 BUSHELS  6 RECORDS
D-BEA 119  1,262  CARLOADS  4,390,788 BUSHELS  11  RECORDS
D-BEA 120  120 CARLOADS  417,508 BUSHELS  1 RECORDS
D-BEA 122  325  CARLOADS  1,130,750 BUSHELS  2 RECORDS
D-BEA 123  72  CARLOADS  250,505 BUSHELS  2 RECORDS
D-BEA 125  288  CARLOADS  1,002,018 BUSHELS  7 RECORDS
D-BEA 127  152 CARLOADS  528,843 BUSHELS  2 RECORDS
D-BEA 129  256 CARLOADS  890,683 BUSHELS  2 RECORDS
D-BEA 135  108 CARLOADS  375,757 BUSHELS  1 RECORDS
D-BEA 137  144  CARLOADS  501,009 BUSHELS  3 RECORDS
D-BEA 162  240 CARLOADS  835,015 BUSHELS  2 RECORDS
D-BEA 164  228  CARLOADS  793,264 BUSHELS  3 RECORDS
D-BEA 165  340  CARLOADS  1,182,938 BUSHELS  7 RECORDS
D-BEA 166  36  CARLOADS  125,252  BUSHELS  1 RECORDS
D-BEA 167  296 CARLOADS  1,029,852 BUSHELS  3 RECORDS
D-BEA 171  536 CARLOADS  1,864,867 BUSHELS  3 RECORDS
D-BEA 172  450  CARLOADS  1,565,654 BUSHELS  2 RECORDS
D-BEA 178  1,947 CARLOADS  6,774,061 BUSHELS  11  RECORDS
D-BEA 179  1,263 CARLOADS  4,394,267 BUSHELS  8 RECORDS
D-BEA 180  372  CARLOADS  1,294,274 BUSHELS  6 RECORDS
D-BEA 181  36 CARLOADS  125,252 BUSHELS  1 RECORDS
***************************************************************************
ORIGIN BEA 142  18,518 CARLOADS  64,428,381 BUSHELS  184 RECORDS
ORIGIN BEA 143
D-BEA  0  6,741 CARLOADS  23,453,489 BUSHELS  47 RECORDS
D-BEA  49  40  CARLOADS  139,169 BUSHELS  1 RECORDS
D-BEA  98  100  CARLOADS  347,923  BUSHELS  1 RECORDS
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ORIGIN BEA 143
D-BEA  99  140  CARLOADS  487,092 BUSHELS  3 RECORDS
D-BEA 105  3,048  CARLOADS  10,604,693 BUSHELS  48 RECORDS
D-BEA 107  216  CARLOADS  751,514 BUSHELS  1 RECORDS
D-BEA 108  2,148 CARLOADS  7,473,386 BUSHELS  39 RECORDS
D-BEA 109  1,136  CARLOADS  3,952,405 BUSHELS  10 RECORDS
D-BEA 110  3,041  CARLOADS  10,580,338 BUSHELS  17  RECORDS
D-BEA 111  1,395  CARLOADS  4,853,526 BUSHELS  9 RECORDS
D-BEA  112  80  CARLOADS  278,338 BUSHELS  2 RECORDS
D-BEA 113  1,655 CARLOADS  5,758,126 BUSHELS  8 RECORDS
D-BEA 117  940 CARLOADS  3,270,476 BUSHELS  7 RECORDS
D-BEA 119  3,626 CARLOADS  12,615,688 BUSHELS  21 RECORDS
D-BEA 120  1,080 CARLOADS  3,757,568 BUSHELS  6 RECORDS
D-BEA 122  429 CARLOADS  1,492,590 BUSHELS  3 RECORDS
D-BEA 125  808 CARLOADS  2,811,218 BUSHELS  11 RECORDS
D-BEA 127  120 CARLOADS  417,508 BUSHELS  2 RECORDS
D-BEA 137  408 CARLOADS  1,419,526 BUSHELS  11  RECORDS
D-BEA 163  72  CARLOADS  250,505 BUSHELS  2 RECORDS
D-BEA 165  208 CARLOADS  723,680 BUSHELS  4 RECORDS
D-BEA 166  496 CARLOADS  1,725,698 BUSHELS  6 RECORDS
D-BEA 167  508 CARLOADS  1,767,449 BUSHELS  7 RECORDS
D-BEA 171  2,334  CARLOADS  8,120,523 BUSHELS  9 RECORDS
D-BEA 172  5,973  CARLOADS  20,781,441  BUSHELS  29 RECORDS
D-BEA 178  3,126  CARLOADS  10,876,073 BUSHELS  14  RECORDS
D-BEA 179  1,756  CARLOADS  6,109,528 BUSHELS  8 RECORDS
D-BEA 180  651  CARLOADS  2,264,979 BUSHELS  5 RECORDS
ORIGIN BEA 143  42,275 CARLOADS  147,084,448 BUSHELS  331 RECORDS
ORIGIN BEA 144
D-BEA  0  6,714  CARLOADS  23,359,550 BUSHELS  44  RECORDS
D-BEA  49  124 CARLOADS  431,425 BUSHELS  3 RECORDS
D-BEA 105  1,844  CARLOADS  6,415,700 BUSHELS  27  RECORDS
D-BEA 107  200 CARLOADS  695,846 BUSHELS  1 RECORDS
D-BEA 108  368 CARLOADS  1,280,357  BUSHELS  6 RECORDS
D-BEA 109  796 CARLOADS  2,769,467 BUSHELS  9 RECORDS
D-BEA 110  1,401 CARLOADS  4,874,401 BUSHELS  8 RECORDS
D-BEA 111  924 CARLOADS  3,214,809 BUSHELS  7 RECORDS
D-BEA 112  240 CARLOADS  835,015 BUSHELS  2 RECORDS
D-BEA 119  2,509  CARLOADS  8,729,388 BUSHELS  17  RECORDS
D-BEA 120  1,920 CARLOADS  6,680,122 BUSHELS  16 RECORDS
D-BEA 122  602 CARLOADS  2,094,496 BUSHELS  4 RECORDS
D-BEA 123  36 CARLOADS  125,252 BUSHELS  1 RECORDS
D-BEA 125  924  CARLOADS  3,214,809 BUSHELS  18  RECORDS
D-BEA 127  432  CARLOADS  1,503,027 BUSHELS  5 RECORDS
D-BEA 129  540  CARLOADS  1,878,784 BUSHELS  8 RECORDS
D-BEA 133  460 CARLOADS  1,600,446 BUSHELS  9 RECORDS
D-BEA 135  8,392  CARLOADS  29,197,698 BUSHELS  55 RECORDS
D-BEA  137  1,004  CARLOADS  3,493,147 BUSHELS  15 RECORDS
D-BEA  157  8,140 CARLOADS  28,320,932 BUSHELS  80 RECORDS
D-BEA 162  436  CARLOADS  1,516,944  BUSHELS  5 RECORDS
D-BEA 163  72  CARLOADS  250,505 BUSHELS  2 RECORDS
D-BEA 164  724  CARLOADS  2,518,963  BUSHELS  13  RECORDS
D-BEA 165  2,280 CARLOADS  7,932,644 BUSHELS  42  RECORDS
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ORIGIN BEA 144
D-BEA 166  1,360 CARLOADS  4,731,753 BUSHELS  22  RECORDS
D-BEA 167  2,632  CARLOADS  9,157,333 BUSHELS  37  RECORDS
D-BEA 171  4,372  CARLOADS  15,211,194 BUSHELS  22  RECORDS
D-BEA 172  16,176 CARLOADS  56,280,024 BUSHELS  75 RECORDS
D-BEA 178  8,714 CARLOADS  30,318,010 BUSHELS  44  RECORDS
D-BEA 179  5,313 CARLOADS  18,485,149 BUSHELS  28  RECORDS
D-BEA 180  3,000 CARLOADS  10,437,690 BUSHELS  44  RECORDS
D-BEA 181  680  CARLOADS  2,365,876 BUSHELS  6 RECORDS
ORIGIN BEA 144  83,329 CARLOADS  289,920,757  BUSHELS  675 RECORDS
ORIGIN BEA 147
D-BEA  0  5,252  CARLOADS  18,272,916 BUSHELS  42  RECORDS
D-BEA  49  1,492 CARLOADS  5,191,011 BUSHELS  21 RECORDS
D-BEA  96  6,928  CARLOADS  24,104,105 BUSHELS  35 RECORDS
D-BEA  98  204  CARLOADS  709,763 BUSHELS  2 RECORDS
D-BEA  99  2,137  CARLOADS  7,435,115 BUSHELS  15  RECORDS
D-BEA 105  60 CARLOADS  208,754 BUSHELS  1 RECORDS
D-BEA 108  212 CARLOADS  737,597 BUSHELS  4 RECORDS
D-BEA 112  436 CARLOADS  1,516,944 BUSHELS  4 RECORDS
D-BEA 155  196 CARLOADS  681,929  BUSHELS  4 RECORDS
D-BEA 168  80  CARLOADS  278,338  BUSHELS  1 RECORDS
D-BEA 171  10,292  CARLOADS  35,808,235 BUSHELS  65  RECORDS
D-BEA  172  6,388  CARLOADS  22,225,321 BUSHELS  39 RECORDS
***************************************************************************
ORIGIN BEA  147  33,677  CARLOADS  117,170,029 BUSHELS  233 RECORDS
ORIGIN BEA 148
D-BEA  0  80  CARLOADS  278,338 BUSHELS  2 RECORDS
D-BEA  96  48  CARLOADS  167,003 BUSHELS  1 RECORDS
D-BEA 155  40 CARLOADS  139,169 BUSHELS  1 RECORDS
D-BEA 168  200 CARLOADS  695,846 BUSHELS  2 RECORDS
D-BEA 171  2,332  CARLOADS  8,113,564  BUSHELS  19  RECORDS
D-BEA 172  2,552  CARLOADS  8,878,995 BUSHELS  14  RECORDS
****************************************************************************
ORIGIN BEA 148  5,252  CARLOADS  18,272,916 BUSHELS  39  RECORDS
ORIGIN BEA 149
D-BEA  0  648  CARLOADS  2,254,541 BUSHELS  8 RECORDS
D-BEA  96  844  CARLOADS  2,936,470 BUSHELS  12  RECORDS
D-BEA 155  112  CARLOADS  389,674 BUSHELS  3 RECORDS
D-BEA 171  2,408  CARLOADS  8,377,986 BUSHELS  17  RECORDS
D-BEA 172  3,016 CARLOADS  10,493,358 BUSHELS  15 RECORDS
D-BEA 178  40  CARLOADS  139,169 BUSHELS  1 RECORDS
****************************************************************************
ORIGIN BEA 149  7,068 CARLOADS  24,591,198  BUSHELS  56 RECORDS
ORIGIN BEA  187
D-BEA  0  220  CARLOADS  765,431 BUSHELS  2 RECORDS
D-BEA  3  500 CARLOADS  1,739,615 BUSHELS  5 RECORDS
D-BEA  7  40  CARLOADS  139,169 BUSHELS  1 RECORDS
D-BEA  10  276  CARLOADS  960,267  BUSHELS  7 RECORDS
D-BEA  17  36  CARLOADS  125,252 BUSHELS  1 RECORDS
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ORIGIN BEA 187
D-BEA  21  180 CARLOADS  626,261 BUSHELS  1 RECORDS
ORIGIN BEA 187  1,252 CARLOADS  4,355,996 BUSHELS  17  RECORDS
TOTAL  663,779 CARLOADS  2,309,439,810 BUSHELS  5,767 RECORDS
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CORN  (STCC 01132)  D-BEA TO O-BEA
DESTINATION BEA  0
O-BEA  0  4,751 CARLOADS  16,529,822 BUSHELS  67  RECORDS
O-BEA  18  252  CARLOADS  876,766 BUSHELS  4 RECORDS
O-BEA  23  112  CARLOADS  389,674 BUSHELS  3 RECORDS
O-BEA  33  72  CARLOADS  250,505 BUSHELS  2 RECORDS
O-BEA  39  304  CARLOADS  1,057,686 BUSHELS  7 RECORDS
O-BEA  40  220 CARLOADS  765,431 BUSHELS  6 RECORDS
O-BEA  54  348  CARLOADS  1,210,772 BUSHELS  5 RECORDS
O-BEA  55  516  CARLOADS  1,795,283 BUSHELS  11 RECORDS
O-BEA  65  1,027  CARLOADS  3,573,169 BUSHELS  17  RECORDS
O-BEA  66  3,104  CARLOADS  10,799,530 BUSHELS  23  RECORDS
O-BEA  67  609  CARLOADS  2,118,851 BUSHELS  5 RECORDS
O-BEA  68  1,026  CARLOADS  3,569,690  BUSHELS  7 RECORDS
O-BEA  69  792  CARLOADS  2,755,550 BUSHELS  6 RECORDS
O-BEA  70  9,944  CARLOADS  34,597,463 BUSHELS  53  RECORDS
O-BEA  71  1,351  CARLOADS  4,700,440 BUSHELS  12  RECORDS
O-BEA  72  5,511 CARLOADS  19,174,037 BUSHELS  35 RECORDS
O-BEA  74  2,186 CARLOADS  7,605,597 BUSHELS  24  RECORDS
O-BEA  75  620 CARLOADS  2,157,123 BUSHELS  6 RECORDS
O-BEA  76  4,388 CARLOADS  15,266,861 BUSHELS  33  RECORDS
O-BEA  77  5,042 CARLOADS  17,542,278 BUSHELS  26 RECORDS
O-BEA  78  4,010 CARLOADS  13,951,712 BUSHELS  22  RECORDS
O-BEA  79  2,442  CARLOADS  8,496,280 BUSHELS  18  RECORDS
O-BEA  80  1,368 CARLOADS  4,759,587 BUSHELS  13  RECORDS
O-BEA  81  1,392 CARLOADS  4,843,088 BUSHELS  9 RECORDS
O-BEA  82  4,149  CARLOADS  14,435,325 BUSHELS  25 RECORDS
O-BEA  83  10,612  CARLOADS  36,921,589 BUSHELS  80  RECORDS
O-BEA  84  17,896  CARLOADS  62,264,300 BUSHELS  135 RECORDS
O-BEA  85  6,423  CARLOADS  22,347,094 BUSHELS  65  RECORDS
O-BEA  87  3,399  CARLOADS  11,825,903 BUSHELS  30  RECORDS
O-BEA  88  2,342  CARLOADS  8,148,357  BUSHELS  13  RECORDS
O-BEA  89  3,149  CARLOADS  10,956,095 BUSHELS  19  RECORDS
O-BEA  96  3,594  CARLOADS  12,504,353 BUSHELS  35  RECORDS
O-BEA  97  1,545  CARLOADS  5,375,410 BUSHELS  16  RECORDS
O-BEA 101  7,097  CARLOADS  24,692,095  BUSHELS  49  RECORDS
O-BEA 102  17,443  CARLOADS  60,688,209  BUSHELS  90 RECORDS
O-BEA 103  5,017 CARLOADS  17,455,297 BUSHELS  26 RECORDS
O-BEA 104  3,908 CARLOADS  13,596,831 BUSHELS  20 RECORDS
O-BEA 105  1,918 CARLOADS  6,673,163 BUSHELS  27 RECORDS
O-BEA 107  676 CARLOADS  2,351,959 BUSHELS  7 RECORDS
O-BEA 135  480 CARLOADS  1,670,030 BUSHELS  9 RECORDS
O-BEA 139  240  CARLOADS  835,015 BUSHELS  3 RECORDS
O-BEA 140  108  CARLOADS  375,757 BUSHELS  2 RECORDS
O-BEA  142  2,303  CARLOADS  8,012,667 BUSHELS  22  RECORDS
O-BEA 143  6,741  CARLOADS  23,453,489 BUSHELS  47  RECORDS
O-BEA 144  6,714  CARLOADS  23,359,550 BUSHELS  44  RECORDS
O-BEA 147  5,252  CARLOADS  18,272,916 BUSHELS  42  RECORDS
O-BEA 148  80  CARLOADS  278,338  BUSHELS  2 RECORDS
O-BEA 149  648  CARLOADS  2,254,541 BUSHELS  8 RECORDS
O-BEA 187  220 CARLOADS  765,431 BUSHELS  2 RECORDS
DEST. BEA  0  163,341 CARLOADS  568,300,907  BUSHELS  1,232  RECORDS
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DESTINATION BEA  2
O-BEA  0  716 CARLOADS  2,491,129 BUSHELS  6 RECORDS
O-BEA  68  36  CARLOADS  125,252 BUSHELS  1 RECORDS
O-BEA  70  180  CARLOADS  626,261 BUSHELS  1 RECORDS
O-BEA  71  204  CARLOADS  709,763 BUSHELS  5 RECORDS
O-BEA  76  60  CARLOADS  208,754  BUSHELS  1 RECORDS
O-BEA  77  40  CARLOADS  139,169 BUSHELS  1 RECORDS
*********+***************************************************************
DEST. BEA  2  1,236 CARLOADS  4,300,328 BUSHELS  15  RECORDS
DESTINATION BEA  3
O-BEA  0  100  CARLOADS  347,923 BUSHELS  1 RECORDS
O-BEA  69  150  CARLOADS  521,885 BUSHELS  1 RECORDS
O-BEA  71  80  CARLOADS  278,338  BUSHELS  2 RECORDS
O-BEA  72  120  CARLOADS  417,508 BUSHELS  3 RECORDS
O-BEA  74  220 CARLOADS  765,431 BUSHELS  4 RECORDS
O-BEA 187  500  CARLOADS  1,739,615 BUSHELS  5 RECORDS
*****************************************************************************
DEST. BEA  3  1,170 CARLOADS  4,070,699 BUSHELS  16 RECORDS
DESTINATION BEA  6
O-BEA  0  1,240 CARLOADS  4,314,245 BUSHELS  10 RECORDS
O-BEA  65  40  CARLOADS  139,169  BUSHELS  1 RECORDS
O-BEA  69  180  CARLOADS  626,261 BUSHELS  1 RECORDS
O-BEA  70  180  CARLOADS  626,261 BUSHELS  2 RECORDS
O-BEA  72  352  CARLOADS  1,224,689 BUSHELS  8 RECORDS
O-BEA  74  396 CARLOADS  1,377,775 BUSHELS  3 RECORDS
O-BEA  84  100 CARLOADS  347,923 BUSHELS  1 RECORDS
DEST. BEA  6  2,488 CARLOADS  8,656,324 BUSHELS  26 RECORDS
DESTINATION BEA  7
O-BEA  0  200 CARLOADS  695,846  BUSHELS  5 RECORDS
O-BEA  66  417  CARLOADS  1,450,839 BUSHELS  2 RECORDS
O-BEA  68  648  CARLOADS  2,254,541 BUSHELS  3 RECORDS
O-BEA  69  501 CARLOADS  1,743,094  BUSHELS  2 RECORDS
O-BEA  70  231 CARLOADS  803,702 BUSHELS  2 RECORDS
O-BEA  71  160 CARLOADS  556,677 BUSHELS  4 RECORDS
O-BEA  76  40 CARLOADS  139,169 BUSHELS  1 RECORDS
O-BEA 187  40 CARLOADS  139,169 BUSHELS  1 RECORDS
****************************************************************************
DEST. BEA  7  2,237  CARLOADS  7,783,038 BUSHELS  20 RECORDS
DESTINATION BEA  8
O-BEA  9  120 CARLOADS  417,508 BUSHELS  3 RECORDS
O-BEA  18  100 CARLOADS  347,923 BUSHELS  1 RECORDS
O-BEA  66  40  CARLOADS  139,169 BUSHELS  1 RECORDS
O-BEA  68  80  CARLOADS  278,338 BUSHELS  1 RECORDS
O-BEA  74  120 CARLOADS  417,508 BUSHELS  2 RECORDS
O-BEA  76  140  CARLOADS  487,092 BUSHELS  2 RECORDS
O-BEA  79  40  CARLOADS  139,169 BUSHELS  1 RECORDS
****************************************************************************
DEST. BEA  8  640  CARLOADS  2,226,707  BUSHELS  11 RECORDS
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DESTINATION BEA  10
O-BEA  65  264  CARLOADS  918,517 BUSHELS  7 RECORDS
O-BEA  66  100  CARLOADS  347,923  BUSHELS  2 RECORDS
O-BEA  68  40  CARLOADS  139,169 BUSHELS  1 RECORDS
O-BEA  69  244 CARLOADS  848,932  BUSHELS  4 RECORDS
O-BEA  70  192 CARLOADS  668,012 BUSHELS  4 RECORDS
O-BEA  74  40 CARLOADS  139,169 BUSHELS  1 RECORDS
O-BEA  76  76 CARLOADS  264,421 BUSHELS  2 RECORDS
O-BEA  77  40  CARLOADS  139,169 BUSHELS  1 RECORDS
O-BEA  187  276  CARLOADS  960,267 BUSHELS  7 RECORDS
***************f*************************************************************
DEST. BEA  10  1,272  CARLOADS  4,425,581 BUSHELS  29  RECORDS
DESTINATION BEA  11
O-BEA  0  40 CARLOADS  139,169 BUSHELS  1 RECORDS
O-BEA  9  40 CARLOADS  139,169 BUSHELS  1 RECORDS
O-BEA  18  116 CARLOADS  403,591 BUSHELS  3 RECORDS
O-BEA  66  40  CARLOADS  139,169 BUSHELS  1 RECORDS
O-BEA  69  36  CARLOADS  125,252 BUSHELS  1 RECORDS
O-BEA  70  36  CARLOADS  125,252 BUSHELS  1 RECORDS
O-BEA  74  80  CARLOADS  278,338  BUSHELS  2 RECORDS
O-BEA  76  80  CARLOADS  278,338 BUSHELS  1 RECORDS
O-BEA  77  40  CARLOADS  139,169  BUSHELS  1 RECORDS
O-BEA  78  36 CARLOADS  125,252  BUSHELS  1 RECORDS
O-BEA  83  40 CARLOADS  139,169 BUSHELS  1 RECORDS
O-BEA  84  320 CARLOADS  1,113,354 BUSHELS  8 RECORDS
***************************************************  *****************
DEST. BEA  11  904  CARLOADS  3,145,224 BUSHELS  22  RECORDS
DESTINATION BEA  14
O-BEA  0  700 CARLOADS  2,435,461 BUSHELS  12  RECORDS
O-BEA  9  280 CARLOADS  974,184  BUSHELS  7 RECORDS
O-BEA  18  76  CARLOADS  264,421 BUSHELS  2 RECORDS
O-BEA  84  120 CARLOADS  417,508 BUSHELS  3 RECORDS
O-BEA  87  40 CARLOADS  139,169 BUSHELS  1 RECORDS
***************************************************************************
DEST. BEA  14  1,216  CARLOADS  4,230,744 BUSHELS  25 RECORDS
DESTINATION BEA  17
O-BEA  0  1,220  CARLOADS  4,244,661 BUSHELS  18  RECORDS
O-BEA  9  40  CARLOADS  139,169  BUSHELS  1 RECORDS
O-BEA  18  316 CARLOADS  1,099,437 BUSHELS  5 RECORDS
O-BEA  65  256 CARLOADS  890,683 BUSHELS  3 RECORDS
O-BEA  66  1,060 CARLOADS  3,687,984 BUSHELS  8 RECORDS
O-BEA  68  120 CARLOADS  417,508 BUSHELS  2 RECORDS
O-BEA  69  220 CARLOADS  765,431 BUSHELS  2 RECORDS
O-BEA  70  324  CARLOADS  1,127,271 BUSHELS  7 RECORDS
O-BEA  71  144  CARLOADS  501,009 BUSHELS  2 RECORDS
O-BEA  72  72  CARLOADS  250,505 BUSHELS  2 RECORDS
O-BEA  74  628 CARLOADS  2,184,956 BUSHELS  9 RECORDS
O-BEA  75  220 CARLOADS  765,431 BUSHELS  3 RECORDS
O-BEA  76  492  CARLOADS  1,711,781 BUSHELS  5 RECORDS
O-BEA  78  192 CARLOADS  668,012 BUSHELS  3 RECORDS
O-BEA  82  72  CARLOADS  250,505 BUSHELS  1 RECORDS
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DESTINATION BEA  17
O-BEA  83  180 CARLOADS  626,261 BUSHELS  1 RECORDS
O-BEA 187  36 CARLOADS  125,252 BUSHELS  1 RECORDS
*****************************************************************************
DEST. BEA  17  5,592 CARLOADS  19,455,854 BUSHELS  73  RECORDS
DESTINATION BEA  18
O-BEA  0  436 CARLOADS  1,516,944 BUSHELS  6 RECORDS
O-BEA  18  100  CARLOADS  347,923 BUSHELS  2 RECORDS
O-BEA  65  40  CARLOADS  139,169 BUSHELS  1 RECORDS
O-BEA  66  440 CARLOADS  1,530,861 BUSHELS  3 RECORDS
O-BEA  68  376  CARLOADS  1,308,190 BUSHELS  3 RECORDS
O-BEA  69  804  CARLOADS  2,797,301 BUSHELS  8 RECORDS
O-BEA  70  184  CARLOADS  640,178  BUSHELS  4 RECORDS
O-BEA  71  40  CARLOADS  139,169 BUSHELS  1 RECORDS
O-BEA  74  40  CARLOADS  139,169 BUSHELS  1 RECORDS
O-BEA  76  216  CARLOADS  751,514  BUSHELS  2 RECORDS
O-BEA  77  60 CARLOADS  208,754 BUSHELS  1 RECORDS
O-BEA  83  540 CARLOADS  1,878,784  BUSHELS  4 RECORDS
*****************************************************************************
DEST. BEA  18  3,276 CARLOADS  11,397,957 BUSHELS  36 RECORDS
DESTINATION BEA  21
O-BEA  0  488 CARLOADS  1,697,864 BUSHELS  6 RECORDS
O-BEA  23  144 CARLOADS  501,009 BUSHELS  4 RECORDS
O-BEA  65  828  CARLOADS  2,880,802  BUSHELS  13  RECORDS
O-BEA  66  2,820 CARLOADS  9,811,429  BUSHELS  28 RECORDS
O-BEA  67  580 CARLOADS  2,017,953  BUSHELS  12  RECORDS
O-BEA  68  40  CARLOADS  139,169 BUSHELS  1 RECORDS
O-BEA  69  36  CARLOADS  125,252 BUSHELS  1 RECORDS
O-BEA  70  2,402  CARLOADS  8,357,110 BUSHELS  22  RECORDS
O-BEA  72  36  CARLOADS  125,252 BUSHELS  1 RECORDS
O-BEA  75  180  CARLOADS  626,261 BUSHELS  1 RECORDS
O-BEA  76  272  CARLOADS  946,351 BUSHELS  2 RECORDS
O-BEA  77  180 CARLOADS  626,261 BUSHELS  1 RECORDS
O-BEA  78  276 CARLOADS  960,267 BUSHELS  3 RECORDS
O-BEA 187  180 CARLOADS  626,261 BUSHELS  1 RECORDS
****************************************************************************
DEST. BEA  21  8,462  CARLOADS  29,441,244 BUSHELS  96  RECORDS
DESTINATION BEA  22
O-BEA  0  472 CARLOADS  1,642,197 BUSHELS  13  RECORDS
O-BEA  23  40 CARLOADS  139,169 BUSHELS  1 RECORDS
O-BEA  65  188  CARLOADS  654,095 BUSHELS  4 RECORDS
O-BEA  66  80  CARLOADS  278,338 BUSHELS  2 RECORDS
O-BEA  70  72  CARLOADS  250,505 BUSHELS  1 RECORDS
O-BEA  76  292  CARLOADS  1,015,935 BUSHELS  4 RECORDS
O-BEA  77  144  CARLOADS  501,009  BUSHELS  2 RECORDS
****************************************************************************
DEST. BEA  22  1,288  CARLOADS  4,481,248 BUSHELS  27 RECORDS
DESTINATION BEA  27
O-BEA  0  36 CARLOADS  125,252 BUSHELS  1 RECORDS
O-BEA  23  152  CARLOADS  528,843 BUSHELS  4 RECORDS
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DESTINATION BEA  27
O-BEA  24  508  CARLOADS  1,767,449 BUSHELS  13  RECiBDS
O-BEA  65  324  CARLOADS  1,127,271 BUSHELS  8 RECORDS
O-BEA  66  336  CARLOADS  1,169,021 BUSHELS  8 RECCODS
O-BEA  67  588  CARLOADS  2,045,787 BUSHELS  11  RECOBDS
O-BEA  69  252  CARLOADS  876,766 BUSHELS  7 RECGODS
O-BEA  70  304  CARLOADS  1,057,686 BUSHELS  6 RECCRDS
O-BEA  76  252  CARLOADS  876,766 BUSHELS  3 RECCIDS
O-BEA  77  220 CARLOADS  765,431 BUSHELS  2 RECCODS ************************************ii  ***************************************
DEST. BEA  27  2,972  CARLOADS  10,340,272 BUSHELS  63  RECORDS
DESTINATION BEA  28
O-BEA  0  156  CARLOADS  542,760 BUSHELS  3 RECORDS
O-BEA  23  544  CARLOADS  1,892,701 BUSHELS  14 RECCRDS
O-BEA  24  440 CARLOADS  1,530,861 BUSHELS  9 RECORDS
O-BEA  39  40 CARLOADS  139,169 BUSHELS  1 RECORDS
O-BEA  65  312 CARLOADS  1,085,520 BUSHELS  4 RECORDS
O-BEA  66  1,244 CARLOADS  4,328,162 BUSHELS  12  RECoBDS
O-BEA  68  192 CARLOADS  668,012 BUSHELS  3 RECCRDS
O-BEA  69  192  CARLOADS  668,012 BUSHELS  5 RECOBS
O-BEA  70  2,709  CARLOADS  9,425,234 BUSHELS  17  RECORDS
O-BEA  76  716  CARLOADS  2,491,129 BUSHELS  4 RECORDS
O-BEA  77  824  CARLOADS  2,866,886 BUSHELS  4 RECORDS
O-BEA  78  592 CARLOADS  2,059,704  BUSHELS  3 RECORDS
O-BEA  80  200 CARLOADS  695,846  BUSHELS  1 RECORDS
O-BEA  82  1,226 CARLOADS  4,265,536 BUSHELS  6 RECORDS
O-BEA 104  192 CARLOADS  668,012 BUSHELS  1 RECORDS *****************  **1**  ****k**********************c******c*****s
DEST. BEA  28  9,579  CARLOADS  33,327,544 BUSHELS  87  RECORDS
DESTINATION BEA  29
O-BEA  0  548  CARLOADS  1,906,618 BUSHELS  11  RECGODS
O-BEA  23  80 CARLOADS  278,338  BUSHELS  2 RECGBDS
O-BEA  24  236 CARLOADS  821,098 BUSHELS  6 RECORDS
O-BEA  33  76  CARLOADS  264,421 BUSHELS  2 RECORDS
O-BEA  65  328 CARLOADS  1,141,187 BUSHELS  9 RECORDS
O-BEA  66  1,635  CARLOADS  5,688,541 BUSHELS  20 RECORDS
O-BEA  67  703  CARLOADS  2,445,899 BUSHELS  15 RECORDS
O-BEA  70  264  CARLOADS  918,517  BUSHELS  6 RECORDS
O-BEA  72  969  CARLOADS  3,371,374  BUSHELS  5 RECORDS
O-BEA  74  1,665  CARLOADS  5,792,918  BUSHELS  10  RECORDS
O-BEA  77  36 CARLOADS  125,252 BUSHELS  1 RECORDS
O-BEA  78  36 CARLOADS  125,252 BUSHELS  1 RECORDS
O-BEA  84  400 CARLOADS  1,391,692 BUSHELS  10 REC(ODS *************************************i******t****i*t*t******************1k
DEST. BEA  29  6,976 CARLOADS  24,271,108 BUSHELS  98  RECORDS
DESTINATION BEA  32
O-BEA  0  168  CARLOADS  584,511 BUSHELS  3 RECORDS
O-BEA  39  36  CARLOADS  125,252 BUSHELS  1 RECORDS
O-BEA  66  216  CARLOADS  751,514 BUSHELS  2 RECORDS
O-BEA  67  396 CARLOADS  1,377,775 BUSHELS  7 RECOEDS
O-BEA  68  180 CARLOADS  626,261 BUSHELS  1 RECOIDS
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DESTINATION BEA  32
O-BEA  69  36 CARLOADS  125,252 BUSHELS  1 RECORDS
O-BEA  74  108  CARLOADS  375,757 BUSHELS  2 RECORDS
O-BEA  76  36  CARLOADS  125,252 BUSHELS  1 RECORDS
O-BEA  77  72  CARLOADS  250,505 BUSHELS  2 RECORDS
O-BEA  78  180  CARLOADS  626,261 BUSHELS  2 RECORDS
O-BEA  79  180  CARLOADS  626,261 BUSHELS  1 RECORDS
O-BEA  80  252  CARLOADS  876,766 BUSHELS  6 RECORDS
O-BEA 107  252  CARLOADS  876,766 BUSHELS  6 RECORDS
*****************************************************************************
DEST. BEA  32  2,112  CARLOADS  7,348,134 BUSHELS  35 RECORDS
DESTINATION BEA  36
O-BEA  0  520 CARLOADS  1,809,200 BUSHELS  13  RECORDS
O-BEA  38  260 CARLOADS  904,600 BUSHELS  5 RECORDS
O-BEA  39  36  CARLOADS  125,252  BUSHELS  1 RECORDS
O-BEA  40  768  CARLOADS  2,672,049 BUSHELS  17  RECORDS
O-BEA  54  852  CARLOADS  2,964,304 BUSHELS  9 RECORDS
O-BEA  67  688  CARLOADS  2,393,710 BUSHELS  10 RECORDS
O-BEA  69  180  CARLOADS  626,261 BUSHELS  5 RECORDS
O-BEA  70  616  CARLOADS  2,143,206 BUSHELS  3 RECORDS
O-BEA  76  364 CARLOADS  1,266,440 BUSHELS  5 RECORDS
O-BEA  77  1,478 CARLOADS  5,142,302 BUSHELS  9 RECORDS
O-BEA  78  728  CARLOADS  2,532,879 BUSHELS  10  RECORDS
O-BEA  79  1,909 CARLOADS  6,641,850 BUSHELS  10 RECORDS
O-BEA  80  6,760 CARLOADS  23,519,595 BUSHELS  72  RECORDS
O-BEA  81  2,595 CARLOADS  9,028,602 BUSHELS  14  RECORDS
O-BEA  82  819 CARLOADS  2,849,489 BUSHELS  6 RECORDS
O-BEA  83  676  CARLOADS  2,351,959 BUSHELS  5 RECORDS
O-BEA  84  1,464 CARLOADS  5,093,593 BUSHELS  9 RECORDS
O-BEA  85  108  CARLOADS  375,757 BUSHELS  3 RECORDS
O-BEA 104  3,012  CARLOADS  10,479,441 BUSHELS  16  RECORDS
O-BEA 105  100  CARLOADS  347,923 BUSHELS  2 RECORDS
O-BEA 107  792  CARLOADS  2,755,550 BUSHELS  17  RECORDS
****************************************************************************
DEST. BEA  36  24,725 CARLOADS  86,023,962 BUSHELS  241 RECORDS
DESTINATION BEA  38
O-BEA  0  148  CARLOADS  514,926  BUSHELS  4 RECORDS
O-BEA  67  324  CARLOADS  1,127,271 BUSHELS  5 RECORDS
O-BEA  77  36  CARLOADS  125,252  BUSHELS  1 RECORDS
O-BEA  80  576 CARLOADS  2,004,036  BUSHELS  5 RECORDS
*****************************************************************************
DEST. BEA  38  1,084  CARLOADS  3,771,485 BUSHELS  15 RECORDS
DESTINATION BEA  41
O-BEA  38  36 CARLOADS  125,252 BUSHELS  1 RECORDS
O-BEA  39  520  CARLOADS  1,809,200 BUSHELS  6 RECORDS
O-BEA  40  236  CARLOADS  821,098  BUSHELS  5 RECORDS
O-BEA  67  180 CARLOADS  626,261 BUSHELS  1 RECORDS
O-BEA  70  180 CARLOADS  626,261 BUSHELS  1 RECORDS
O-BEA  71  120 CARLOADS  417,508 BUSHELS  1 RECORDS
O-BEA  72  568 CARLOADS  1,976,203  BUSHELS  4 RECORDS
O-BEA  75  180 CARLOADS  626,261 BUSHELS  1 RECORDS
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DESTINATION BEA  41
O-BEA  76  536 CARLOADS  1,864,867 BUSHELS  12  RECORDS
O-BEA  79  252  CARLOADS  876,766 BUSHELS  2 RECORDS
O-BEA  80  912  CARLOADS  3,173,058 BUSHELS  6 RECORDS
O-BEA  81  144  CARLOADS  501,009 BUSHELS  3 RECORDS
O-BEA  83  440 CARLOADS  1,530,861 BUSHELS  3 RECORDS
O-BEA  84  448 CARLOADS  1,558,695 BUSHELS  4 RECORDS
O-BEA 107  108  CARLOADS  375,757 BUSHELS  3 RECORDS
DEST. BEA  41  4,860 CARLOADS  16,909,058 BUSHELS  53  RECORDS
DESTINATION BEA  42
O-BEA  40  156 CARLOADS  542,760 BUSHELS  3 RECORDS
O-BEA  82  96 CARLOADS  334,006 BUSHELS  1 RECORDS
O-BEA  83  72  CARLOADS  250,505 BUSHELS  1 RECORDS
O-BEA  84  80 CARLOADS  278,338 BUSHELS  2 RECORDS
O-BEA 107  36 CARLOADS  125,252 BUSHELS  1 RECORDS
DEST. BEA  42  440 CARLOADS  1,530,861 BUSHELS  8 RECORDS
DESTINATION BEA  44
O-BEA  39  704  CARLOADS  2,449,378 BUSHELS  12  RECORDS
O-BEA  40  436 CARLOADS  1,516,944  BUSHELS  10 RECORDS
O-BEA  70  180 CARLOADS  626,261 BUSHELS  1 RECORDS
O-BEA  76  72  CARLOADS  250,505 BUSHELS  1 RECORDS
O-BEA  81  72  CARLOADS  250,505 BUSHELS  1 RECORDS
O-BEA  82  360 CARLOADS  1,252,523 BUSHELS  2 RECORDS
O-BEA  83  180  CARLOADS  626,261 BUSHELS  1 RECORDS
DEST. BEA  44  2,004  CARLOADS  6,972,377 BUSHELS  28 RECORDS
DESTINATION BEA  47
O-BEA  70  195  CARLOADS  678,450 BUSHELS  1 RECORDS
O-BEA  76  200 CARLOADS  695,846 BUSHELS  1 RECORDS
O-BEA  80  240 CARLOADS  835,015 BUSHELS  2 RECORDS
O-BEA  81  610 CARLOADS  2,122,330 BUSHELS  3 RECORDS
O-BEA  82  633 CARLOADS  2,202,353 BUSHELS  3 RECORDS
O-BEA  83  420 CARLOADS  1,461,277 BUSHELS  2 RECORDS
O-BEA  84  1,312 CARLOADS  4,564,750 BUSHELS  6 RECORDS
DEST. BEA  47  3,610 CARLOADS  12,560,020 BUSHELS  18  RECORDS
DESTINATION BEA  49
O-BEA  0  994  CARLOADS  3,458,355 BUSHELS  7 RECORDS
O-BEA  54  332 CARLOADS  1,155,104 BUSHELS  4 RECORDS
O-BEA  55  460 CARLOADS  1,600,446 BUSHELS  9 RECORDS
O-BEA  76  216 CARLOADS  751,514 BUSHELS  2 RECORDS
O-BEA  78  156  CARLOADS  542,760 BUSHELS  1 RECORDS
O-BEA  80  2,523  CARLOADS  8,778,097 BUSHELS  25 RECORDS
O-BEA  81  1,896  CARLOADS  6,596,620 BUSHELS  12  RECORDS
O-BEA  82  180  CARLOADS  626,261 BUSHELS  1 RECORDS
O-BEA  83  240 CARLOADS  835,015 BUSHELS  2 RECORDS
O-BEA  84  180  CARLOADS  626,261 BUSHELS  1 RECORDS
O-BEA  85  156  CARLOADS  542,760 BUSHELS  2 RECORDS
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DESTINATION BEA  49
O-BEA 102  40 CARLOADS  139,169 BUSHELS  1 RECORDS
O-BEA 103  844  CARLOADS  2,936,470 BUSHELS  12  RECORDS
O-BEA 104  72  CARLOADS  250,505 BUSHELS  2 RECORDS
O-BEA 107  1,160 CARLOADS  4,035,907  BUSHELS  23 RECORDS
O-BEA 142  80  CARLOADS  278,338 BUSHELS  2 RECORDS
O-BEA 143  40  CARLOADS  139,169 BUSHELS  1 RECORDS
O-BEA 144  124 CARLOADS  431,425 BUSHELS  3 RECORDS
O-BEA 147  1,492 CARLOADS  5,191,011 BUSHELS  21 RECORDS
DEST. BEA  49  11,185  CARLOADS  38,915,188  BUSHELS  131 RECORDS
DESTINATION BEA  50
O-BEA  0  268  CARLOADS  932,434 BUSHELS  2 RECORDS
O-BEA  55  40  CARLOADS  139,169 BUSHELS  1 RECORDS
O-BEA  80  564  CARLOADS  1,962,286 BUSHELS  4 RECORDS
O-BEA  81  660  CARLOADS  2,296,292 BUSHELS  6 RECORDS
O-BEA  82  585  CARLOADS  2,035,350 BUSHELS  3 RECORDS
O-BEA  83  336 CARLOADS  1,169,021 BUSHELS  3 RECORDS
O-BEA  84  201 CARLOADS  699,325 BUSHELS  1 RECORDS
O-BEA 104  432 CARLOADS  1,503,027 BUSHELS  4 RECORDS
O-BEA 107  108 CARLOADS  375,757 BUSHELS  1 RECORDS
DEST. BEA  50  3,194 CARLOADS  11,112,661 BUSHELS  25  RECORDS
DESTINATION BEA  51
O-BEA  0  36 CARLOADS  125,252 BUSHELS  1 RECORDS
O-BEA  54  264  CARLOADS  918,517  BUSHELS  2 RECORDS
O-BEA  67  1,396 CARLOADS  4,857,005 BUSHELS  25 RECORDS
O-BEA  69  36 CARLOADS  125,252 BUSHELS  1 RECORDS
O-BEA  76  108 CARLOADS  375,757 BUSHELS  3 RECORDS
O-BEA  77  40  CARLOADS  139,169 BUSHELS  1 RECORDS
O-BEA  78  584  CARLOADS  2,031,870 BUSHELS  8 RECORDS
O-BEA  79  180  CARLOADS  626,261  BUSHELS  1 RECORDS
O-BEA  80  3,544  CARLOADS  12,330,391 BUSHELS  50 RECORDS
O-BEA  81  180  CARLOADS  626,261  BUSHELS  1 RECORDS
O-BEA  82  72  CARLOADS  250,505 BUSHELS  1 RECORDS
O-BEA  83  60 CARLOADS  208,754 BUSHELS  1 RECORDS
O-BEA  84  172 CARLOADS  598,428 BUSHELS  2 RECORDS
O-BEA  85  72 CARLOADS  250,505 BUSHELS  2 RECORDS
O-BEA 107  144 CARLOADS  501,009 BUSHELS  3 RECORDS
DEST. BEA  51  6,888 CARLOADS  23,964,936 BUSHELS  102 RECORDS
DESTINATION BEA  53
O-BEA  0  1,096 CARLOADS  3,813,236 BUSHELS  4 RECORDS
O-BEA  54  76 CARLOADS  264,421 BUSHELS  2 RECORDS
O-BEA  67  36 CARLOADS  125,252 BUSHELS  1 RECORDS
O-BEA  69  72  CARLOADS  250,505 BUSHELS  2 RECORDS
O-BEA  72  207  CARLOADS  720,201 BUSHELS  1 RECORDS
O-BEA  74  219  CARLOADS  761,951 BUSHELS  1 RECORDS
O-BEA  75  210  CARLOADS  730,638  BUSHELS  1 RECORDS
O-BEA  76  108 CARLOADS  375,757 BUSHELS  3 RECORDS
O-BEA  77  350  CARLOADS  1,217,731 BUSHELS  5 RECORDS
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DESTINATION BEA  53
O-BEA  78  661 CARLOADS  2,299,771 BUSHELS  10 RECORDS
O-BEA  79  300 CARLOADS  1,043,769 BUSHELS  1 RECORDS
O-BEA  80  300 CARLOADS  1,043,769 BUSHELS  4 RECORDS
O-BEA  82  690 CARLOADS  2,400,669 BUSHELS  5 RECORDS
O-BEA  85  200  CARLOADS  695,846  BUSHELS  1 RECORDS
O-BEA 105  48  CARLOADS  167,003 BUSHELS  1 RECORDS
DEST. BEA  53  4,573  CARLOADS  15,910,519 BUSHELS  42 RECORDS
DESTINATION BEA  54
O-BEA  0  40 CARLOADS  139,169 BUSHELS  1 RECORDS
O-BEA  54  144 CARLOADS  501,009 BUSHELS  4 RECORDS
O-BEA  80  1,356 CARLOADS  4,717,836 BUSHELS  10  RECORDS
O-BEA  81  600 CARLOADS  2,087,538 BUSHELS  4 RECORDS
O-BEA  82  72 CARLOADS  250,505 BUSHELS  1 RECORDS
O-BEA  84  396 CARLOADS  1,377,775 BUSHELS  3 RECORDS
DEST. BEA  54  2,608 CARLOADS  9,073,832 BUSHELS  23 RECORDS
DESTINATION BEA  96
O-BEA  96  7,448 CARLOADS  25,913,305 BUSHELS  53 RECORDS
O-BEA  97  1,281 CARLOADS  4,456,894 BUSHELS  6 RECORDS
O-BEA 103  100 CARLOADS  347,923 BUSHELS  1 RECORDS
O-BEA 147  6,928 CARLOADS  24,104,105 BUSHELS  35 RECORDS
O-BEA 148  48 CARLOADS  167,003 BUSHELS  1 RECORDS
O-BEA 149  844 CARLOADS  2,936,470 BUSHELS  12  RECORDS
DEST. BEA  96  16,649 CARLOADS  57,925,700 BUSHELS  108 RECORDS
DESTINATION BEA  98
O-BEA  96  4,540 CARLOADS  15,795,704 BUSHELS  48  RECORDS
O-BEA  97  1,036 CARLOADS  3,604,482 BUSHELS  13  RECORDS
O-BEA 101  6,836 CARLOADS  23,784,016 BUSHELS  67  RECORDS
O-BEA 102  9,396 CARLOADS  32,690,845 BUSHELS  71 RECORDS
O-BEA 103  4,316 CARLOADS  15,016,357 BUSHELS  35 RECORDS
O-BEA 143  100 CARLOADS  347,923 BUSHELS  1 RECORDS
O-BEA 147  204  CARLOADS  709,763 BUSHELS  2 RECORDS
DEST. BEA  98  26,428  CARLOADS  91,949,090 BUSHELS  237  RECORDS
DESTINATION BEA  99
O-BEA  0  1,145 CARLOADS  3,983,718 BUSHELS  12  RECORDS
O-BEA  88  36 CARLOADS  125,252 BUSHELS  1 RECORDS
O-BEA  96  3,266 CARLOADS  11,363,165 BUSHELS  26  RECORDS
O-BEA  97  1,244 CARLOADS  4,328,162  BUSHELS  19  RECORDS
O-BEA 101  11,072  CARLOADS  38,522,035 BUSHELS  79  RECORDS
O-BEA 102  26,967 CARLOADS  93,824,395 BUSHELS  141 RECORDS
O-BEA 103  2,553  CARLOADS  8,882,474  BUSHELS  15  RECORDS
O-BEA 104  5,243  CARLOADS  18,241,603 BUSHELS  41 RECORDS
O-BEA 143  140  CARLOADS  487,092  BUSHELS  3 RECORDS
O-BEA 147  2,137  CARLOADS  7,435,115 BUSHELS  15  RECORDS
DEST. BEA  99  53,803  CARLOADS  187,193,012  BUSHELS  352  RECORDS
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DESTINATION BEA  102
O-BEA 101  108  CARLOADS  375,757 BUSHELS  1 RECORDS
O-BEA 102  2,292  CARLOADS  7,974,395 BUSHELS  22  RECORDS
DEST. BEA 102  2,400 CARLOADS  8,350,152 BUSHELS  23  RECORDS
DESTINATION BEA 104
O-BEA  96  1,322 CARLOADS  4,599,542 BUSHELS  7 RECORDS
O-BEA 101  1,790 CARLOADS  6,227,822 BUSHELS  11 RECORDS
O-BEA 102  3,711 CARLOADS  12,911,423 BUSHELS  21 RECORDS
O-BEA 104  2,585 CARLOADS  8,993,810 BUSHELS  16 RECORDS
DEST. BEA 104  9,408  CARLOADS  32,732,596 BUSHELS  55 RECORDS
DESTINATION BEA  105
O-BEA  0  210 CARLOADS  730,638  BUSHELS  1 RECORDS
O-BEA  97  268  CARLOADS  932,434  BUSHELS  3 RECORDS
O-BEA 101  629  CARLOADS  2,188,436 BUSHELS  5 RECORDS
O-BEA 102  721 CARLOADS  2,508,525 BUSHELS  4 RECORDS
O-BEA  103  292  CARLOADS  1,015,935 BUSHELS  3 RECORDS
O-BEA 104  1,742 CARLOADS  6,060,819 BUSHELS  10 RECORDS
O-BEA 105  540 CARLOADS  1,878,784 BUSHELS  8 RECORDS
O-BEA 142  2,196 CARLOADS  7,640,389 BUSHELS  37  RECORDS
O-BEA 143  3,048 CARLOADS  10,604,693 BUSHELS  48  RECORDS
O-BEA 144  1,844 CARLOADS  6,415,700 BUSHELS  27  RECORDS
O-BEA 147  60 CARLOADS  208,754 BUSHELS  1 RECORDS
DEST. BEA 105  11,550 CARLOADS  40,185,107 BUSHELS  147 RECORDS
DESTINATION BEA  107
O-BEA  0  80  CARLOADS  278,338  BUSHELS  1 RECORDS
O-BEA  55  40  CARLOADS  139,169  BUSHELS  1 RECORDS
O-BEA  84  268  CARLOADS  932,434  BUSHELS  2 RECORDS
O-BEA  85  120  CARLOADS  417,508  BUSHELS  2 RECORDS
O-BEA  87  312 CARLOADS  1,085,520 BUSHELS  4 RECORDS
O-BEA  97  200 CARLOADS  695,846 BUSHELS  1 RECORDS
O-BEA 101  200 CARLOADS  695,846 BUSHELS  1 RECORDS
O-BEA 102  324 CARLOADS  1,127,271 BUSHELS  2 RECORDS
O-BEA 103  724 CARLOADS  2,518,963 BUSHELS  5 RECORDS
O-BEA 104  1,136 CARLOADS  3,952,405 BUSHELS  6 RECORDS
O-BEA 107  512  CARLOADS  1,781,366 BUSHELS  5 RECORDS
O-BEA 142  1,492 CARLOADS  5,191,011 BUSHELS  7 RECORDS
O-BEA 143  216 CARLOADS  751,514  BUSHELS  1 RECORDS
O-BEA 144  200 CARLOADS  695,846 BUSHELS  1 RECORDS
DEST. BEA 107  5,824  CARLOADS  20,263,036  BUSHELS  39  RECORDS
DESTINATION BEA 108
O-BEA  102  152  CARLOADS  528,843 BUSHELS  3 RECORDS
O-BEA 103  776 CARLOADS  2,699,882 BUSHELS  8 RECORDS
O-BEA 104  180  CARLOADS  626,261 BUSHELS  3 RECORDS
O-BEA 105  768  CARLOADS  2,672,049 BUSHELS  9 RECORDS
O-BEA 142  428  CARLOADS  1,489,110 BUSHELS  7 RECORDS
O-BEA 143  2,148  CARLOADS  7,473,386 BUSHELS  39  RECORDS
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DESTINATION BEA 108
O-BEA 144  368  CARLOADS  1,280,357 BUSHELS  6 RECORDS
O-BEA 147  212  CARLOADS  737,597 BUSHELS  4 RECORDS
*******************1***t*****************************************************
DEST. BEA 108  5,032 CARLOADS  17,507,485 BUSHELS  79  RECORDS
DESTINATION BEA 109
O-BEA  0  876 CARLOADS  3,047,805 BUSHELS  9 RECORDS
O-BEA 103  316  CARLOADS  1,099,437 BUSHELS  2 RECORDS
O-BEA 105  7,056 CARLOADS  24,549,447 BUSHELS  69 RECORDS
O-BEA 142  2,648 CARLOADS  9,213,001 BUSHELS  22  RECORDS
O-BEA  143  1,136 CARLOADS  3,952,405 BUSHELS  10 RECORDS
O-BEA 144  796 CARLOADS  2,769,467 BUSHELS  9 RECORDS
*************************i***************************************************
DEST. BEA 109  12,828  CARLOADS  44,631,562  BUSHELS  121 RECORDS
DESTINATION BEA 110
O-BEA  0  360 CARLOADS  1,252,523  BUSHELS  5 RECORDS
O-BEA 103  516  CARLOADS  1,795,283 BUSHELS  2 RECORDS
O-BEA  105  1,832 CARLOADS  6,373,949 BUSHELS  16 RECORDS
O-BEA 107  200 CARLOADS  695,846 BUSHELS  2 RECORDS
O-BEA 142  456 CARLOADS  1,586,529 BUSHELS  3 RECORDS
O-BEA 143  3,041 CARLOADS  10,580,338 BUSHELS  17  RECORDS
O-BEA 144  1,401 CARLOADS  4,874,401 BUSHELS  8 RECORDS
**********************************************************-***1*******i*********
DEST. BEA 110  7,806 CARLOADS  27,158,869  BUSHELS  53 RECORDS
DESTINATION BEA 111
O-BEA  0  320 CARLOADS  1,113,354 BUSHELS  3 RECORDS
O-BEA  83  304 CARLOADS  1,057,686 BUSHELS  4 RECORDS
O-BEA  84  400 CARLOADS  1,391,692 BUSHELS  4 RECORDS
O-BEA  85  400 CARLOADS  1,391,692 BUSHELS  4 RECORDS
O-BEA  87  228 CARLOADS  793,264  BUSHELS  2 RECORDS
O-BEA 103  40  CARLOADS  139,169  BUSHELS  1 RECORDS
O-BEA 105  692  CARLOADS  2,407,627 BUSHELS  7 RECORDS
O-BEA 107  980 CARLOADS  3,409,645 BUSHELS  18  RECORDS
O-BEA 142  444  CARLOADS  1,544,778 BUSHELS  6 RECORDS
O-BEA 143  1,395 CARLOADS  4,853,526 BUSHELS  9 RECORDS
O-BEA 144  924  CARLOADS  3,214,809 BUSHELS  7 RECORDS
*****************************************************************************
DEST. BEA 111  6,127  CARLOADS  21,317,242 BUSHELS  65  RECORDS
DESTINATION BEA 112
O-BEA  0  10,960 CARLOADS  38,132,361 BUSHELS  177 RECORDS
O-BEA  55  1,580 CARLOADS  5,497,183 BUSHELS  34  RECORDS
O-BEA  80  108 CARLOADS  375,757 BUSHELS  3 RECORDS
O-BEA  81  36 CARLOADS  125,252 BUSHELS  1 RECORDS
O-BEA  84  1,032  CARLOADS  3,590,565 BUSHELS  15 RECORDS
O-BEA 103  348  CARLOADS  1,210,772 BUSHELS  4 RECORDS
O-BEA 107  3,324  CARLOADS  11,564,961 BUSHELS  65  RECORDS
O-BEA 135  80  CARLOADS  278,338 BUSHELS  2 RECORDS
O-BEA 143  80  CARLOADS  278,338 BUSHELS  2 RECORDS
O-BEA 144  240 CARLOADS  835,015 BUSHELS  2 RECORDS
O-BEA 147  436 CARLOADS  1,516,944  BUSHELS  4 RECORDS
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DESTINATION BEA 112
****************************************************************************
DEST. BEA 112  18,224  CARLOADS  63,405,488 BUSHELS  309 RECORDS
DESTINATION BEA 113
O-BEA  0  480  CARLOADS  1,670,030 BUSHELS  6 RECORDS
O-BEA  55  72  CARLOADS  250,505 BUSHELS  2 RECORDS
O-BEA  79  195  CARLOADS  678,450 BUSHELS  1 RECORDS
O-BEA  80  366  CARLOADS  1,273,398 BUSHELS  2 RECORDS
O-BEA  81  240 CARLOADS  835,015 BUSHELS  1 RECORDS
O-BEA  83  6,707  CARLOADS  23,335,196 BUSHELS  33  RECORDS
O-BEA  84  8,619  CARLOADS  29,987,483 BUSHELS  42 RECORDS
O-BEA  85  1,353  CARLOADS  4,707,398  BUSHELS  6 RECORDS
O-BEA  87  480 CARLOADS  1,670,030 BUSHELS  2 RECORDS
O-BEA  89  176 CARLOADS  612,344 BUSHELS  1 RECORDS
O-BEA 103  40  CARLOADS  139,169 BUSHELS  1 RECORDS
O-BEA 105  583 CARLOADS  2,028,391 BUSHELS  3 RECORDS
O-BEA 107  2,619  CARLOADS  9,112,103 BUSHELS  17 RECORDS
O-BEA 143  1,655 CARLOADS  5,758,126 BUSHELS  8 RECORDS
****************************************************************************
DEST. BEA 113  23,585 CARLOADS  82,057,640 BUSHELS  125 RECORDS
DESTINATION BEA 117
O-BEA  0  1,482 CARLOADS  5,156,219 BUSHELS  17  RECORDS
O-BEA  83  40 CARLOADS  139,169 BUSHELS  1 RECORDS
O-BEA 105  660 CARLOADS  2,296,292 BUSHELS  4 RECORDS
O-BEA 143  940 CARLOADS  3,270,476 BUSHELS  7 RECORDS
*****************************************************************************
DEST. BEA 117  3,122  CARLOADS  10,862,156 BUSHELS  29 RECORDS
DESTINATION BEA 119
O-BEA  0  500  CARLOADS  1,739,615 BUSHELS  5 RECORDS
O-BEA  83  810  CARLOADS  2,818,176 BUSHELS  5 RECORDS
O-BEA  84  200  CARLOADS  695,846 BUSHELS  2 RECORDS
O-BEA  85  200  CARLOADS  695,846 BUSHELS  2 RECORDS
O-BEA 102  108  CARLOADS  375,757  BUSHELS  1 RECORDS
O-BEA 105  2,663  CARLOADS  9,265,189 BUSHELS  18  RECORDS
O-BEA 107  1,492 CARLOADS  5,191,011 BUSHELS  20 RECORDS
O-BEA 124  40  CARLOADS  139,169 BUSHELS  1 RECORDS
O-BEA 140  36  CARLOADS  125,252 BUSHELS  1 RECORDS
O-BEA 142  1,262 CARLOADS  4,390,788 BUSHELS  11 RECORDS
O-BEA 143  3,626 CARLOADS  12,615,688 BUSHELS  21  RECORDS
O-BEA 144  2,509  CARLOADS  8,729,388 BUSHELS  17  RECORDS
*****************************************************************************
DEST. BEA 119  13,446 CARLOADS  46,781,727 BUSHELS  104 RECORDS
DESTINATION BEA 120
O-BEA  0  492  CARLOADS  1,711,781 BUSHELS  5 RECORDS
O-BEA  55  36 CARLOADS  125,252 BUSHELS  1 RECORDS
O-BEA  83  605 CARLOADS  2,104,934 BUSHELS  4 RECORDS
O-BEA  85  220 CARLOADS  765,431 BUSHELS  4 RECORDS
O-BEA  87  40  CARLOADS  139,169 BUSHELS  1 RECORDS
O-BEA 105  300  CARLOADS  1,043,769 BUSHELS  3 RECORDS
O-BEA 107  852  CARLOADS  2,964,304 BUSHELS  10 RECORDS
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DESTINATION BEA 120
O-BEA 140  240  CARLOADS  835,015 BUSHELS  2 RECORDS
O-BEA 142  120  CARLOADS  417,508 BUSHELS  1 RECORDS
O-BEA  143  1,080 CARLOADS  3,757,568 BUSHELS  6 RECORDS
O-BEA 144  1,920  CARLOADS  6,680,122 BUSHELS  16 RECORDS
DEST. BEA 120  5,905  CARLOADS  20,544,853 BUSHELS  53 RECORDS
DESTINATION BEA 122
O-BEA  0  36 CARLOADS  125,252 BUSHELS  1 RECORDS
O-BEA 105  611 CARLOADS  2,125,810 BUSHELS  4 RECORDS
O-BEA 135  712 CARLOADS  2,477,212 BUSHELS  9 RECORDS
O-BEA 142  325 CARLOADS  1,130,750 BUSHELS  2 RECORDS
O-BEA 143  429 CARLOADS  1,492,590 BUSHELS  3 RECORDS
O-BEA 144  602 CARLOADS  2,094,496 BUSHELS  4 RECORDS
DEST. BEA 122  2,715 CARLOADS  9,446,109 BUSHELS  23  RECORDS
DESTINATION BEA  123
O-BEA  0  36  CARLOADS  125,252 BUSHELS  1 RECORDS
O-BEA 140  40  CARLOADS  139,169 BUSHELS  1 RECORDS
O-BEA 142  72 CARLOADS  250,505 BUSHELS  2 RECORDS
O-BEA 144  36 CARLOADS  125,252  BUSHELS  1 RECORDS
DEST. BEA 123  184 CARLOADS  640,178 BUSHELS  5 RECORDS
DESTINATION BEA 125
O-BEA  0  124 CARLOADS  431,425 BUSHELS  3 RECORDS
O-BEA 102  108 CARLOADS  375,757 BUSHELS  1 RECORDS
O-BEA 105  1,128 CARLOADS  3,924,571 BUSHELS  20 RECORDS
O-BEA 124  80  CARLOADS  278,338 BUSHELS  2 RECORDS
O-BEA  135  240 CARLOADS  835,015 BUSHELS  6 RECORDS
O-BEA  139  36  CARLOADS  125,252 BUSHELS  1 RECORDS
O-BEA 140  324  CARLOADS  1,127,271 BUSHELS  5 RECORDS
O-BEA 142  288  CARLOADS  1,002,018 BUSHELS  7 RECORDS
O-BEA 143  808  CARLOADS  2,811,218  BUSHELS  11 RECORDS
O-BEA 144  924  CARLOADS  3,214,809 BUSHELS  18  RECORDS
DEST. BEA 125  4,060 CARLOADS  14,125,674 BUSHELS  74 RECORDS
DESTINATION BEA 127
O-BEA 105  228 CARLOADS  793,264  BUSHELS  6 RECORDS
O-BEA 140  36 CARLOADS  125,252 BUSHELS  1 RECORDS
O-BEA 142  152 CARLOADS  528,843 BUSHELS  2 RECORDS
O-BEA 143  120 CARLOADS  417,508 BUSHELS  2 RECORDS
O-BEA 144  432  CARLOADS  1,503,027 BUSHELS  5 RECORDS
DEST. BEA 127  968  CARLOADS  3,367,895 BUSHELS  16  RECORDS
DESTINATION BEA 129
O-BEA  0  1,068  CARLOADS  3,715,818 BUSHELS  5 RECORDS
O-BEA  105  981 CARLOADS  3,413,125 BUSHELS  8 RECORDS
O-BEA 107  144  CARLOADS  501,009 BUSHELS  1 RECORDS
O-BEA 135  200 CARLOADS  695,846 BUSHELS  5 RECORDS
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DESTINATION BEA 129
O-BEA 140  156 CARLOADS  542,760 BUSHELS  4 RECORDS
O-BEA 142  256  CARLOADS  890,683  BUSHELS  2 RECORDS
O-BEA 144  540  CARLOADS  1,878,784 BUSHELS  8 RECORDS
*****************************************************************************
DEST. BEA 129  3,345 CARLOADS  11,638,024 BUSHELS  33  RECORDS
DESTINATION BEA 133
O-BEA 105  308 CARLOADS  1,071,603  BUSHELS  4 RECORDS
O-BEA 124  80 CARLOADS  278,338 BUSHELS  2 RECORDS
O-BEA 144  460 CARLOADS  1,600,446 BUSHELS  9 RECORDS
DEST. BEA 133  848  CARLOADS  2,950,387 BUSHELS  15  RECORDS
DESTINATION BEA 135
O-BEA  0  252  CARLOADS  876,766 BUSHELS  2 RECORDS
O-BEA 103  216 CARLOADS  751,514 BUSHELS  1 RECORDS
O-BEA 105  1,204 CARLOADS  4,188,993 BUSHELS  9 RECORDS
O-BEA 124  96 CARLOADS  334,006 BUSHELS  2 RECORDS
O-BEA 135  392 CARLOADS  1,363,858 BUSHELS  7 RECORDS
O-BEA 139  700 CARLOADS  2,435,461 BUSHELS  8 RECORDS
O-BEA 140  36 CARLOADS  125,252 BUSHELS  1 RECORDS
O-BEA 142  108  CARLOADS  375,757 BUSHELS  1 RECORDS
O-BEA 144  8,392  CARLOADS  29,197,698 BUSHELS  55 RECORDS
DEST. BEA 135  11,396  CARLOADS  39,649,305 BUSHELS  86  RECORDS
DESTINATION BEA 137
O-BEA 105  36  CARLOADS  125,252 BUSHELS  1 RECORDS
O-BEA 140  108  CARLOADS  375,757 BUSHELS  2 RECORDS
O-BEA 142  144  CARLOADS  501,009 BUSHELS  3 RECORDS
O-BEA 143  408  CARLOADS  1,419,526 BUSHELS  11 RECORDS
O-BEA 144  1,004  CARLOADS  3,493,147 BUSHELS  15  RECORDS
DEST. BEA 137  1,700  CARLOADS  5,914,691 BUSHELS  32  RECORDS
DESTINATION BEA 155
O-BEA  96  360  CARLOADS  1,252,523 BUSHELS  8 RECORDS
O-BEA 147  196  CARLOADS  681,929 BUSHELS  4 RECORDS
O-BEA 148  40  CARLOADS  139,169 BUSHELS  1 RECORDS
O-BEA 149  112  CARLOADS  389,674 BUSHELS  3 RECORDS
DEST. BEA 155  708  CARLOADS  2,463,295 BUSHELS  16 RECORDS
DESTINATION BEA 157
O-BEA  0  208  CARLOADS  723,680 BUSHELS  3 RECORDS
O-BEA 135  40  CARLOADS  139,169 BUSHELS  1 RECORDS
O-BEA 144  8,140 CARLOADS  28,320,932 BUSHELS  80 RECORDS
DEST. BEA  157  8,388  CARLOADS  29,183,781 BUSHELS  84 RECORDS
DESTINATION BEA 162
O-BEA  0  192  CARLOADS  668,012  BUSHELS  2 RECORDS
O-BEA 103  2,268  CARLOADS  7,890,894 BUSHELS  20  RECORDS
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DESTINATION BEA 162
O-BEA 135  311  CARLOADS  1,082,041 BUSHELS  3 RECORDS
O-BEA 139  36 CARLOADS  125,252 BUSHELS  1 RECORDS
O-BEA 142  240 CARLOADS  835,015 BUSHELS  2 RECORDS
O-BEA 144  436 CARLOADS  1,516,944 BUSHELS  5 RECORDS
*****************************************************************************
DEST. BEA  162  3,483  CARLOADS  12,118,158 BUSHELS  33  RECORDS
DESTINATION BEA 163
O-BEA 143  72  CARLOADS  250,505 BUSHELS  2 RECORDS
O-BEA 144  72  CARLOADS  250,505 BUSHELS  2 RECORDS
****************************************************************************
DEST. BEA 163  144 CARLOADS  501,009 BUSHELS  4 RECORDS
DESTINATION BEA 164
O-BEA  142  228 CARLOADS  793,264 BUSHELS  3 RECORDS
O-BEA 144  724  CARLOADS  2,518,963 BUSHELS  13  RECORDS
*************************************************  ***************************
DEST. BEA 164  952  CARLOADS  3,312,227 BUSHELS  16  RECORDS
DESTINATION BEA 165
O-BEA  0  232 CARLOADS  807,181 BUSHELS  4 RECORDS
O-BEA 142  340 CARLOADS  1,182,938 BUSHELS  7 RECORDS
O-BEA 143  208  CARLOADS  723,680 BUSHELS  4 RECORDS
O-BEA 144  2,280 CARLOADS  7,932,644 BUSHELS  42 RECORDS
*****************************************************************************
DEST. BEA  165  3,060 CARLOADS  10,646,444 BUSHELS  57  RECORDS
DESTINATION BEA  166
O-BEA 142  36 CARLOADS  125,252  BUSHELS  1 RECORDS
O-BEA 143  496 CARLOADS  1,725,698  BUSHELS  6 RECORDS
O-BEA 144  1,360 CARLOADS  4,731,753 BUSHELS  22  RECORDS
*****************************************************************************
DEST. BEA 166  1,892  CARLOADS  6,582,703 BUSHELS  29 RECORDS
DESTINATION BEA 167
O-BEA 142  296 CARLOADS  1,029,852 BUSHELS  3 RECORDS
O-BEA 143  508  CARLOADS  1,767,449 BUSHELS  7 RECORDS
O-BEA 144  2,632  CARLOADS  9,157,333  BUSHELS  37  RECORDS
****************************************************************************
DEST. BEA 167  3,436 CARLOADS  11,954,634 BUSHELS  47 RECORDS
DESTINATION BEA 168
O-BEA 147  80  CARLOADS  278,338 BUSHELS  1 RECORDS
O-BEA 148  200 CARLOADS  695,846 BUSHELS  2 RECORDS
****************************************************************************
DEST. BEA 168  280 CARLOADS  974,184  BUSHELS  3 RECORDS
DESTINATION BEA 171
O-BEA  0  2,116 CARLOADS  7,362,051 BUSHELS  15 RECORDS
O-BEA  96  8,880 CARLOADS  30,895,562 BUSHELS  52  RECORDS
O-BEA 103  2,912  CARLOADS  10,131,518 BUSHELS  15 RECORDS
O-BEA  142  536 CARLOADS  1,864,867 BUSHELS  3 RECORDS
O-BEA 143  2,334  CARLOADS  8,120,523 BUSHELS  9 RECORDS
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DESTINATION BEA 171
O-BEA 144  4,372 CARLOADS  15,211,194 BUSHELS  22  RECORDS
O-BEA 147  10,292 CARLOADS  35,808,235 BUSHELS  65  RECORDS
O-BEA 148  2,332  CARLOADS  8,113,564 BUSHELS  19  RECORDS
O-BEA 149  2,408  CARLOADS  8,377,986 BUSHELS  17  RECORDS
DEST. BEA  171  36,182  CARLOADS  125,885,500 BUSHELS  217 RECORDS
DESTINATION BEA 172
O-BEA  0  384  CARLOADS  1,336,024 BUSHELS  5 RECORDS
O-BEA  96  6,064 CARLOADS  21,098,051 BUSHELS  36 RECORDS
O-BEA 103  2,356 CARLOADS  8,197,066 BUSHELS  15  RECORDS
O-BEA 135  200 CARLOADS  695,846 BUSHELS  5 RECORDS
O-BEA 142  450 CARLOADS  1,565,654 BUSHELS  2 RECORDS
O-BEA 143  5,973  CARLOADS  20,781,441 BUSHELS  29  RECORDS
O-BEA 144  16,176  CARLOADS  56,280,024 BUSHELS  75  RECORDS
O-BEA 147  6,388  CARLOADS  22,225,321  BUSHELS  39  RECORDS
O-BEA 148  2,552  CARLOADS  8,878,995 BUSHELS  14  RECORDS
O-BEA 149  3,016  CARLOADS  10,493,358 BUSHELS  15 RECORDS
DEST. BEA 172  43,559 CARLOADS  151,551,780 BUSHELS  235 RECORDS
DESTINATION BEA 178
O-BEA 103  1,107  CARLOADS  3,851,508 BUSHELS  5 RECORDS
O-BEA 135  100 CARLOADS  347,923 BUSHELS  1 RECORDS
O-BEA 142  1,947 CARLOADS  6,774,061 BUSHELS  11 RECORDS
O-BEA 143  3,126 CARLOADS  10,876,073 BUSHELS  14  RECORDS
O-BEA 144  8,714 CARLOADS  30,318,010  BUSHELS  44 RECORDS
O-BEA 149  40  CARLOADS  139,169 BUSHELS  1 RECORDS
DEST. BEA 178  15,034  CARLOADS  52,306,744 BUSHELS  76 RECORDS
DESTINATION BEA 179
O-BEA  0  676 CARLOADS  2,351,959 BUSHELS  4 RECORDS
O-BEA  84  40 CARLOADS  139,169 BUSHELS  1 RECORDS
O-BEA 103  1,233 CARLOADS  4,289,891 BUSHELS  6 RECORDS
O-BEA 135  180 CARLOADS  626,261 BUSHELS  4 RECORDS
O-BEA 140  60 CARLOADS  208,754 BUSHELS  1 RECORDS
O-BEA 142  1,263  CARLOADS  4,394,267  BUSHELS  8 RECORDS
O-BEA 143  1,756  CARLOADS  6,109,528  BUSHELS  8 RECORDS
O-BEA 144  5,313  CARLOADS  18,485,149 BUSHELS  28 RECORDS
****************************************************************************
DEST. BEA 179  10,521 CARLOADS  36,604,979 BUSHELS  60 RECORDS
DESTINATION BEA  180
O-BEA  0  572 CARLOADS  1,990,120 BUSHELS  10 RECORDS
O-BEA 103  1,488 CARLOADS  5,177,094 BUSHELS  19  RECORDS
O-BEA 135  136 CARLOADS  473,175 BUSHELS  3 RECORDS
O-BEA 142  372 CARLOADS  1,294,274 BUSHELS  6 RECORDS
O-BEA 143  651  CARLOADS  2,264,979 BUSHELS  5 RECORDS
O-BEA 144  3,000  CARLOADS  10,437,690 BUSHELS  44 RECORDS
DEST. BEA 180  6,219  CARLOADS  21,637,331  BUSHELS  87  RECORDS
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DESTINATION BEA 181
O-BEA 103  1,920  CARLOADS  6,680,122 BUSHELS  16 RECORDS
O-BEA 142  36  CARLOADS  125,252 BUSHELS  1 RECORDS
O-BEA 144  680  CARLOADS  2,365,876 BUSHELS  6 RECORDS
DEST. BEA 181  2,636 CARLOADS  9,171,250 BUSHELS  23  RECORDS
TOTAL  663,779 CARLOADS  2,309,439,810 BUSHELS  5,767  RECORDS
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ORIGIN BEA  0
D-TERRITORY  1  1,276  CARLOADS  4,439,497 BUSHELS  20  RECORDS
D-TERRITORY  2  471 CARLOADS  1,638,717 BUSHELS  3 RECORDS
>>>D-BEA  0  1,747  CARLOADS  6,078,215 BUSHELS  23  RECORDS
ORIGIN TERR  1  1,747 CARLOADS  6,078,215 BUSHELS  23  RECORDS
D-TERRITORY  2  372 CARLOADS  1,294,274 BUSHELS  7 RECORDS
D-TERRITORY  4  160 CARLOADS  556,677 BUSHELS  4 RECORDS
>>>D-BEA  0  532 CARLOADS  1,850,950 BUSHELS  11  RECORDS
ORIGIN TERR  2  532 CARLOADS  1,850,950 BUSHELS  11 RECORDS
D-TERRITORY  3  332  CARLOADS  1,155,104  BUSHELS  9 RECORDS
>>>D-BEA  0  332  CARLOADS  1,155,104  BUSHELS  9 RECORDS
ORIGIN TERR  3  332  CARLOADS  1,155,104 BUSHELS  9 RECORDS
D-TERRITORY  4  1,900 CARLOADS  6,610,537 BUSHELS  19  RECORDS
>>>D-BEA  0  1,900 CARLOADS  6,610,537 BUSHELS  19  RECORDS
ORIGIN TERR  4  1,900  CARLOADS  6,610,537 BUSHELS  19  RECORDS
D-TERRITORY  5  240  CARLOADS  835,015 BUSHELS  5 RECORDS
>>>D-BEA  0  240 CARLOADS  835,015 BUSHELS  5 RECORDS
ORIGIN TERR  5  240 CARLOADS  835,015 BUSHELS  5 RECORDS
ORIGIN BEA  0  4,751 CARLOADS  16,529,822 BUSHELS  67  RECORDS
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ORIGIN BEA  0
D-TERRITORY  1  716 CARLOADS  2,491,129 BUSHELS  6 RECORDS
>>>D-BEA  2  716 CARLOADS  2,491,129 BUSHELS  6 RECORDS
D-TERRITORY  1  100  CARLOADS  347,923  BUSHELS  1 RECORDS
>>>D-BEA  3  100  CARLOADS  347,923  BUSHELS  1 RECORDS
D-TERRITORY  1  1,240 CARLOADS  4,314,245 BUSHELS  10 RECORDS
>>>D-BEA  6  1,240  CARLOADS  4,314,245 BUSHELS  10 RECORDS
D-TERRITORY  1  200 CARLOADS  695,846  BUSHELS  5 RECORDS
>>>D-BEA  7  200 CARLOADS  695,846 BUSHELS  5 RECORDS
D-TERRITORY  1  40  CARLOADS  139,169 BUSHELS  1 RECORDS
>>>D-BEA  11  40  CARLOADS  139,169  BUSHELS  1 RECORDS
D-TERRITORY  1  700 CARLOADS  2,435,461 BUSHELS  12  RECORDS
>>>D-BEA  14  700 CARLOADS  2,435,461 BUSHELS  12  RECORDS
D-TERRITORY  1  1,220  CARLOADS  4,244,661 BUSHELS  18  RECORDS
>>>D-BEA  17  1,220  CARLOADS  4,244,661 BUSHELS  18  RECORDS
D-TERRITORY  1  436 CARLOADS  1,516,944 BUSHELS  6 RECORDS
>>>D-BEA  18  436 CARLOADS  1,516,944  BUSHELS  6 RECORDS
D-TERRITORY  1  488 CARLOADS  1,697,864 BUSHELS  6 RECORDS
>>>D-BEA  21  488 CARLOADS  1,697,864 BUSHELS  6 RECORDS
D-TERRITORY  2  36 CARLOADS  125,252 BUSHELS  1 RECORDS
>>>D-BEA  27  36 CARLOADS  125,252 BUSHELS  1 RECORDS
D-TERRITORY  2  268  CARLOADS  932,434 BUSHELS  2 RECORDS
>>>D-BEA  50  268  CARLOADS  932,434 BUSHELS  2 RECORDS
D-TERRITORY  2  140 CARLOADS  487,092 BUSHELS  1 RECORDS
>>>D-BEA 113  140 CARLOADS  487,092 BUSHELS  1 RECORDS
ORIGIN TERR  1  5,584  CARLOADS  19,428,020 BUSHELS  69  RECORDS
D-TERRITORY  2  472  CARLOADS  1,642,197 BUSHELS  13 RECORDS
>>>D-BEA  22  472  CARLOADS  1,642,197 BUSHELS  13 RECORDS
D-TERRITORY  2  156  CARLOADS  542,760 BUSHELS  3 RECORDS
>>>D-BEA  28  156  CARLOADS  542,760 BUSHELS  3 RECORDS
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ORIGIN BEA  0
D-TERRITORY  2  548  CARLOADS  1,906,618 BUSHELS  11 RECORDS
>>>D-BEA  29  548  CARLOADS  1,906,618  BUSHELS  11 RECORDS
D-TERRITORY  2  168 CARLOADS  584,511 BUSHELS  3 RECORDS
>>>D-BEA  32  168 CARLOADS  584,511 BUSHELS  3 RECORDS
D-TERRITORY  2  520 CARLOADS  1,809,200 BUSHELS  13  RECORDS
>>>D-BEA  36  520 CARLOADS  1,809,200 BUSHELS  13  RECORDS
D-TERRITORY  2  148  CARLOADS  514,926 BUSHELS  4 RECORDS
>>>D-BEA  38  148  CARLOADS  514,926 BUSHELS  4 RECORDS
D-TERRITORY  2  994  CARLOADS  3,458,355 BUSHELS  7 RECORDS
>>>D-BEA  49  994  CARLOADS  3,458,355 BUSHELS  7 RECORDS
D-TERRITORY  2  36  CARLOADS  125,252 BUSHELS  1 RECORDS
>>>D-BEA  51  36  CARLOADS  125,252 BUSHELS  1 RECORDS
D-TERRITORY  2  1,096  CARLOADS  3,813,236  BUSHELS  4 RECORDS
>>>D-BEA  53  1,096  CARLOADS  3,813,236  BUSHELS  4 RECORDS
D-TERRITORY  2  40  CARLOADS  139,169 BUSHELS  1 RECORDS
>>>D-BEA  54  40  CARLOADS  139,169 BUSHELS  1 RECORDS
D-TERRITORY  1  80  CARLOADS  278,338  BUSHELS  1 RECORDS
>>>D-BEA 107  80  CARLOADS  278,338  BUSHELS  1 RECORDS
D-TERRITORY  2  4,456 CARLOADS  15,503,449 BUSHELS  81  RECORDS
>>>D-BEA 112  4,456 CARLOADS  15,503,449 BUSHELS  81  RECORDS
D-TERRITORY  2  340 CARLOADS  1,182,938 BUSHELS  5 RECORDS
>>>D-BEA 113  340 CARLOADS  1,182,938 BUSHELS  5 RECORDS
D-TERRITORY  4  140 CARLOADS  487,092 BUSHELS  3 RECORDS
>>>D-BEA 117  140 CARLOADS  487,092 BUSHELS  3 RECORDS
ORIGIN TERR  2  9,194  CARLOADS  31,988,041 BUSHELS  150 RECORDS
D-TERRITORY  3  1,145  CARLOADS  3,983,718 BUSHELS  12  RECORDS
>>>D-BEA  99  1,145  CARLOADS  3,983,718 BUSHELS  12  RECORDS
D-TERRITORY  3  210  CARLOADS  730,638 BUSHELS  1 RECORDS
>>>D-BEA 105  210 CARLOADS  730,638 BUSHELS  1 RECORDS
D-TERRITORY  4  216 CARLOADS  751,514  BUSHELS  1 RECORDS
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ORIGIN BEA  0
>>>D-BEA 135  216 CARLOADS  751,514  BUSHELS  1 RECORDS
D-TERRITORY  3  208  CARLOADS  723,680 BUSHELS  3 RECORDS
>>>D-BEA 157  208  CARLOADS  723,680 BUSHELS  3 RECORDS
D-TERRITORY  5  396  CARLOADS  1,377,775 BUSHELS  3 RECORDS
>>>D-BEA 171  396  CARLOADS  1,377,775 BUSHELS  3 RECORDS
D-TERRITORY  5  216 CARLOADS  751,514 BUSHELS  1 RECORDS
>>>D-BEA 172  216 CARLOADS  751,514 BUSHELS  1 RECORDS
ORIGIN TERR  3  2,391 CARLOADS  8,318,839 BUSHELS  21 RECORDS
D-TERRITORY  4  876 CARLOADS  3,047,805 BUSHELS  9 RECORDS
>>>D-BEA 109  876 CARLOADS  3,047,805 BUSHELS  9 RECORDS
D-TERRITORY  4  360  CARLOADS  1,252,523 BUSHELS  5 RECORDS
>>>D-BEA 110  360 CARLOADS  1,252,523 BUSHELS  5 RECORDS
D-TERRITORY  4  320  CARLOADS  1,113,354 BUSHELS  3 RECORDS
>>>D-BEA 111  320  CARLOADS  1,113,354  BUSHELS  3 RECORDS
D-TERRITORY  2  6,504  CARLOADS  22,628,912 BUSHELS  96 RECORDS
>>>D-BEA 112  6,504  CARLOADS  22,628,912 BUSHELS  96 RECORDS
D-TERRITORY  4  1,342 CARLOADS  4,669,127 BUSHELS  14  RECORDS
>>>D-BEA 117  1,342 CARLOADS  4,669,127 BUSHELS  14  RECORDS
D-TERRITORY  4  500  CARLOADS  1,739,615 BUSHELS  5 RECORDS
>>>D-BEA 119  500 CARLOADS  1,739,615 BUSHELS  5 RECORDS
D-TERRITORY  4  492  CARLOADS  1,711,781 BUSHELS  5 RECORDS
>>>D-BEA 120  492 CARLOADS  1,711,781 BUSHELS  5 RECORDS
D-TERRITORY  4  36 CARLOADS  125,252 BUSHELS  1 RECORDS
>>>D-BEA 122  36  CARLOADS  125,252 BUSHELS  1 RECORDS
D-TERRITORY  4  36  CARLOADS  125,252  BUSHELS  1 RECORDS
>>>D-BEA 123  36  CARLOADS  125,252  BUSHELS  1 RECORDS
D-TERRITORY  4  124  CARLOADS  431,425 BUSHELS  3 RECORDS
>>>D-BEA 125  124  CARLOADS  431,425 BUSHELS  3 RECORDS
D-TERRITORY  4  1,068  CARLOADS  3,715,818 BUSHELS  5 RECORDS
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ORIGIN BEA  0
>>>D-BEA 129  1,068 CARLOADS  3,715,818 BUSHELS  5 RECORDS
D-TERRITORY  4  36  CARLOADS  125,252 BUSHELS  1 RECORDS
>>>D-BEA 135  36  CARLOADS  125,252 BUSHELS  1 RECORDS
D-TERRITORY  5  80  CARLOADS  278,338  BUSHELS  1 RECORDS
>>>D-BEA 179  80  CARLOADS  278,338 BUSHELS  1 RECORDS
D-TERRITORY  5  572  CARLOADS  1,990,120 BUSHELS  10 RECORDS
>>>D-BEA 180  572  CARLOADS  1,990,120 BUSHELS  10 RECORDS
ORIGIN TERR  4  12,346  CARLOADS  42,954,574  BUSHELS  159 RECORDS
D-TERRITORY  5  192  CARLOADS  668,012  BUSHELS  2 RECORDS
>>>D-BEA  162  192  CARLOADS  668,012  BUSHELS  2 RECORDS
D-TERRITORY  5  232  CARLOADS  807,181 BUSHELS  4 RECORDS
>>>D-BEA  165  232  CARLOADS  807,181 BUSHELS  4 RECORDS
D-TERRITORY  5  1,720  CARLOADS  5,984,276 BUSHELS  12  RECORDS
>>>D-BEA 171  1,720  CARLOADS  5,984,276 BUSHELS  12  RECORDS
D-TERRITORY  5  168  CARLOADS  584,511 BUSHELS  4 RECORDS
>>>D-BEA 172  168  CARLOADS  584,511 BUSHELS  4 RECORDS
D-TERRITORY  5  596  CARLOADS  2,073,621 BUSHELS  3 RECORDS
>>>D-BEA 179  596  CARLOADS  2,073,621 BUSHELS  3 RECORDS
ORIGIN TERR  5  2,908  CARLOADS  10,117,601 BUSHELS  25 RECORDS
ORIGIN BEA  0  32,423  CARLOADS  112,807,074 BUSHELS  424 RECORDS
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ORIGIN BEA  18
D-TERRITORY  1  252  CARLOADS  876,766 BUSHELS  4 RECORDS
>>>D-BEA  0  252  CARLOADS  876,766 BUSHELS  4 RECORDS
ORIGIN TERR  1  252  CARLOADS  876,766 BUSHELS  4 RECORDS
****************************************************************************
ORIGIN BEA  18  252 CARLOADS  876,766 BUSHELS  4 RECORDS
ORIGIN BEA  23
D-TERRITORY  2  112  CARLOADS  389,674 BUSHELS  3 RECORDS
>>>D-BEA  0  112  CARLOADS  389,674 BUSHELS  3 RECORDS
ORIGIN TERR  2  112 CARLOADS  389,674 BUSHELS  3 RECORDS
****************************************************************************
ORIGIN BEA  23  112 CARLOADS  389,674 BUSHELS  3 RECORDS
ORIGIN BEA  33
D-TERRITORY  2  72  CARLOADS  250,505 BUSHELS  2 RECORDS
>>>D-BEA  0  72  CARLOADS  250,505 BUSHELS  2 RECORDS
ORIGIN TERR  2  72  CARLOADS  250,505 BUSHELS  2 RECORDS
****************************************************************************
ORIGIN BEA  33  72  CARLOADS  250,505 BUSHELS  2 RECORDS
ORIGIN BEA  39
D-TERRITORY  2  304  CARLOADS  1,057,686 BUSHELS  7 RECORDS
>>>D-BEA  0  304  CARLOADS  1,057,686 BUSHELS  7 RECORDS
ORIGIN TERR  2  304  CARLOADS  1,057,686 BUSHELS  7 RECORDS
ORIGIN BEA  39  304  CARLOADS  1,057,686 BUSHELS  7 RECORDS
ORIGIN BEA  40
D-TERRITORY  2  220  CARLOADS  765,431 BUSHELS  6 RECORDS
>>>D-BEA  0  220 CARLOADS  765,431 BUSHELS  6 RECORDS
ORIGIN TERR  2  220  CARLOADS  765,431 BUSHELS  6 RECORDS
ORIGIN BEA  40  220 CARLOADS  765,431 BUSHELS  6 RECORDS
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ORIGIN BEA  54
D-TERRITORY  1  168  CARLOADS  584,511 BUSHELS  4 RECORDS
D-TERRITORY  2  180  CARLOADS  626,261 BUSHELS  1 RECORDS
>>>D-BEA  0  348  CARLOADS  1,210,772  BUSHELS  5 RECORDS
ORIGIN TERR  2  348 CARLOADS  1,210,772 BUSHELS  5 RECORDS
ORIGIN BEA  54  348  CARLOADS  1,210,772 BUSHELS  5 RECORDS
ORIGIN BEA  55
D-TERRITORY  2  396  CARLOADS  1,377,775 BUSHELS  10 RECORDS
>>>D-BEA  0  396  CARLOADS  1,377,775 BUSHELS  10 RECORDS
ORIGIN TERR  2  396  CARLOADS  1,377,775 BUSHELS  10 RECORDS
D-TERRITORY  4  120 CARLOADS  417,508 BUSHELS  1 RECORDS
>>>D-BEA  0  120 CARLOADS  417,508 BUSHELS  1 RECORDS
ORIGIN TERR  4  120  CARLOADS  417,508  BUSHELS  1 RECORDS
ORIGIN BEA  55  516 CARLOADS  1,795,283 BUSHELS  11 RECORDS
ORIGIN BEA  65
D-TERRITORY  1  1,027  CARLOADS  3,573,169 BUSHELS  17  RECORDS
>>>D-BEA  0  1,027 CARLOADS  3,573,169 BUSHELS  17  RECORDS
ORIGIN TERR  1  1,027 CARLOADS  3,573,169 BUSHELS  17  RECORDS
ORIGIN BEA  65  1,027 CARLOADS  3,573,169 BUSHELS  17  RECORDS
ORIGIN BEA  66
D-TERRITORY  1  1,692  CARLOADS  5,886,857 BUSHELS  13  RECORDS
D-TERRITORY  2  1,412 CARLOADS  4,912,673 BUSHELS  10 RECORDS
>>>D-BEA  0  3,104 CARLOADS  10,799,530 BUSHELS  23 RECORDS
ORIGIN TERR  1  3,104 CARLOADS  10,799,530 BUSHELS  23  RECORDS
ORIGIN BEA  66  3,104 CARLOADS  10,799,530 BUSHELS  23  RECORDS
ORIGIN BEA  67
D-TERRITORY  1  537  CARLOADS  1,868,347 BUSHELS  3 RECORDS
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ORIGIN BEA  67
>>>D-BEA  0  537 CARLOADS  1,868,347 BUSHELS  3 RECORDS
ORIGIN TERR  1  537 CARLOADS  1,868,347 BUSHELS  3 RECORDS
D-TERRITORY  2  72  CARLOADS  250,505 BUSHELS  2 RECORDS
>>>D-BEA  0  72  CARLOADS  250,505 BUSHELS  2 RECORDS
ORIGIN TERR  2  72  CARLOADS  250,505 BUSHELS  2 RECORDS
****************************************
ORIGIN BEA  67  609 CARLOADS  2,118,851 BUSHELS  5 RECORDS
ORIGIN BEA  68
D-TERRITORY  1  806 CARLOADS  2,804,259 BUSHELS  5 RECORDS
D-TERRITORY  2  220 CARLOADS  765,431 BUSHELS  2 RECORDS
>>>D-BEA  0  1,026  CARLOADS  3,569,690 BUSHELS  7 RECORDS
ORIGIN TERR  1  1,026  CARLOADS  3,569,690 BUSHELS  7 RECORDS
****************************************************************************
ORIGIN BEA  68  1,026 CARLOADS  3,569,690  BUSHELS  7 RECORDS
ORIGIN BEA  69
D-TERRITORY  1  444  CARLOADS  1,544,778 BUSHELS  4 RECORDS
D-TERRITORY  2  348  CARLOADS  1,210,772 BUSHELS  2 RECORDS
>>>D-BEA  0  792  CARLOADS  2,755,550 BUSHELS  6 RECORDS
ORIGIN TERR  1  792  CARLOADS  2,755,550 BUSHELS  6 RECORDS
***************************************************************************
ORIGIN BEA  69  792  CARLOADS  2,755,550 BUSHELS  6 RECORDS
ORIGIN BEA  70
D-TERRITORY  1  7,849  CARLOADS  27,308,476 BUSHELS  40 RECORDS
D-TERRITORY  2  2,095 CARLOADS  7,288,987 BUSHELS  13  RECORDS
>>>D-BEA  0  9,944  CARLOADS  34,597,463 BUSHELS  53  RECORDS
ORIGIN TERR  1  9,944  CARLOADS  34,597,463 BUSHELS  53  RECORDS
****************************************************************************
ORIGIN BEA  70  9,944  CARLOADS  34,597,463 BUSHELS  53 RECORDS
ORIGIN BEA  71
D-TERRITORY  1  639  CARLOADS  2,223,228 BUSHELS  7 RECORDS
D-TERRITORY  2  712  CARLOADS  2,477,212  BUSHELS  5 RECORDS
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ORIGIN BEA  71
>>>D-BEA  0  1,351 CARLOADS  4,700,440 BUSHELS  12  RECORDS
ORIGIN TERR  1  1,351 CARLOADS  4,700,440 BUSHELS  12  RECORDS
***************************************************************************
ORIGIN BEA  71  1,351  CARLOADS  4,700,440 BUSHELS  12  RECORDS
ORIGIN BEA  72
D-TERRITORY  1  660  CARLOADS  2,296,292 BUSHELS  6 RECORDS
D-TERRITORY  2  4,851 CARLOADS  16,877,745 BUSHELS  29 RECORDS
>>>D-BEA  0  5,511  CARLOADS  19,174,037 BUSHELS  35 RECORDS
ORIGIN TERR  1  5,511 CARLOADS  19,174,037 BUSHELS  35 RECORDS
****************************************************************************
ORIGIN BEA  72  5,511  CARLOADS  19,174,037 BUSHELS  35 RECORDS
ORIGIN BEA  74
D-TERRITORY  1  1,526 CARLOADS  5,309,305 BUSHELS  18  RECORDS
D-TERRITORY  2  660  CARLOADS  2,296,292 BUSHELS  6 RECORDS
>>>D-BEA  0  2,186 CARLOADS  7,605,597 BUSHELS  24  RECORDS
ORIGIN TERR  1  2,186 CARLOADS  7,605,597 BUSHELS  24  RECORDS
***************************************************************************
ORIGIN BEA  74  2,186 CARLOADS  7,605,597 BUSHELS  24  RECORDS
ORIGIN BEA  75
D-TERRITORY  1  620  CARLOADS  2,157,123 BUSHELS  6 RECORDS
>>>D-BEA  0  620  CARLOADS  2,157,123  BUSHELS  6 RECORDS
ORIGIN TERR  1  620 CARLOADS  2,157,123  BUSHELS  6 RECORDS
****************************************************************************
ORIGIN BEA  75  620  CARLOADS  2,157,123  BUSHELS  6 RECORDS
ORIGIN BEA  76
D-TERRITORY  1  4,160 CARLOADS  14,473,597 BUSHELS  28  RECORDS
D-TERRITORY  2  228  CARLOADS  793,264  BUSHELS  5 RECORDS
>>>D-BEA  0  4,388  CARLOADS  15,266,861 BUSHELS  33  RECORDS
ORIGIN TERR  1  4,388  CARLOADS  15,266,861 BUSHELS  33  RECORDS
****************************************************************************
ORIGIN BEA  76  4,388  CARLOADS  15,266,861 BUSHELS  33  RECORDS
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ORIGIN BEA  77
D-TERRITORY  0  80  CARLOADS  278,338 BUSHELS  1 RECORDS
D-TERRITORY  1  4,326 CARLOADS  15,051,149 BUSHELS  21 RECORDS
D-TERRITORY  2  636  CARLOADS  2,212,790 BUSHELS  4 RECORDS
>>>D-BEA  0  5,042  CARLOADS  17,542,278 BUSHELS  26 RECORDS
ORIGIN TERR  1  5,042  CARLOADS  17,542,278 BUSHELS  26 RECORDS
ORIGIN BEA  77  5,042  CARLOADS  17,542,278 BUSHELS  26  RECORDS
ORIGIN BEA  78
D-TERRITORY  1  3,270 CARLOADS  11,377,082  BUSHELS  15  RECORDS
D-TERRITORY  2  740 CARLOADS  2,574,630 BUSHELS  7 RECORDS
>>>D-BEA  0  4,010 CARLOADS  13,951,712  BUSHELS  22  RECORDS
ORIGIN TERR  1  4,010 CARLOADS  13,951,712 BUSHELS  22  RECORDS
ORIGIN BEA  78  4,010 CARLOADS  13,951,712 BUSHELS  22  RECORDS
ORIGIN BEA  79
D-TERRITORY  1  1,428  CARLOADS  4,968,340 BUSHELS  11  RECORDS
D-TERRITORY  2  1,014  CARLOADS  3,527,939 BUSHELS  7 RECORDS
>>>D-BEA  0  2,442  CARLOADS  8,496,280 BUSHELS  18  RECORDS
ORIGIN TERR  1  2,442  CARLOADS  8,496,280 BUSHELS  18  RECORDS
ORIGIN BEA  79  2,442  CARLOADS  8,496,280 BUSHELS  18  RECORDS
ORIGIN BEA  80
D-TERRITORY  1  384  CARLOADS  1,336,024 BUSHELS  3 RECORDS
D-TERRITORY  2  804  CARLOADS  2,797,301 BUSHELS  9 RECORDS
>>>D-BEA  0  1,188  CARLOADS  4,133,325 BUSHELS  12  RECORDS
ORIGIN TERR  1  1,188 CARLOADS  4,133,325 BUSHELS  12  RECORDS
D-TERRITORY  2  180 CARLOADS  626,261 BUSHELS  1 RECORDS
>>>D-BEA  0  180 CARLOADS  626,261 BUSHELS  1 RECORDS
ORIGIN TERR  2  180 CARLOADS  626,261 BUSHELS  1 RECORDS
ORIGIN BEA  80  1,368 CARLOADS  4,759,587 BUSHELS  13  RECORDS
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ORIGIN BEA  81
D-TERRITORY  1  816  CARLOADS  2,839,052 BUSHELS  6 RECORDS
D-TERRITORY  2  576  CARLOADS  2,004,036 BUSHELS  3 RECORDS
>>>D-BEA  0  1,392  CARLOADS  4,843,088 BUSHELS  9 RECORDS
ORIGIN TERR  1  1,392  CARLOADS  4,843,088 BUSHELS  9 RECORDS
ORIGIN BEA  81  1,392  CARLOADS  4,843,088 BUSHELS  9 RECORDS
ORIGIN BEA  82
D-TERRITORY  1  3,564  CARLOADS  12,399,976 BUSHELS  21 RECORDS
D-TERRITORY  2  585 CARLOADS  2,035,350  BUSHELS  4 RECORDS
>>>D-BEA  0  4,149  CARLOADS  14,435,325 BUSHELS  25  RECORDS
ORIGIN TERR  1  4,149  CARLOADS  14,435,325 BUSHELS  25  RECORDS
***************************************************************************
ORIGIN BEA  82  4,149  CARLOADS  14,435,325 BUSHELS  25 RECORDS
ORIGIN BEA  83
D-TERRITORY  1  6,640  CARLOADS  23,102,087 BUSHELS  50  RECORDS
D-TERRITORY  2  3,972  CARLOADS  13,819,502 BUSHELS  30  RECORDS
>>>D-BEA  0  10,612  CARLOADS  36,921,589 BUSHELS  80 RECORDS
ORIGIN TERR  1  10,612 CARLOADS  36,921,589 BUSHELS  80 RECORDS
ORIGIN BEA  83  10,612 CARLOADS  36,921,589 BUSHELS  80 RECORDS
ORIGIN BEA  84
D-TERRITORY  0  80  CARLOADS  278,338 BUSHELS  2 RECORDS
D-TERRITORY  1  13,113 CARLOADS  45,623,143 BUSHELS  103  RECORDS
D-TERRITORY  2  4,663  CARLOADS  16,223,649 BUSHELS  29  RECORDS
>>>D-BEA  0  17,856 CARLOADS  62,125,131 BUSHELS  134 RECORDS
ORIGIN TERR  1  17,856 CARLOADS  62,125,131 BUSHELS  134 RECORDS
D-TERRITORY  3  40  CARLOADS  139,169 BUSHELS  1 RECORDS
>>>D-BEA  0  40  CARLOADS  139,169 BUSHELS  1 RECORDS
ORIGIN TERR  3  40  CARLOADS  139,169 BUSHELS  1 RECORDS
ORIGIN BEA  84  17,896 CARLOADS  62,264,300 BUSHELS  135 RECORDS
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ORIGIN BEA  85
D-TERRITORY  1  6,231  CARLOADS  21,679,082  BUSHELS  61  RECORDS
D-TERRITORY  2  72 CARLOADS  250,505 BUSHELS  2 RECORDS
>>>D-BEA  0  6,303  CARLOADS  21,929,587  BUSHELS  63  RECORDS
ORIGIN TERR  1  6,303  CARLOADS  21,929,587  BUSHELS  63  RECORDS
D-TERRITORY  4  120  CARLOADS  417,508 BUSHELS  2 RECORDS
>>>D-BEA  0  120  CARLOADS  417,508 BUSHELS  2 RECORDS
ORIGIN TERR  3  120 CARLOADS  417,508  BUSHELS  2 RECORDS
ORIGIN BEA  85  6,423  CARLOADS  22,347,094  BUSHELS  65  RECORDS
ORIGIN BEA  87
D-TERRITORY  1  3,399  CARLOADS  11,825,903 BUSHELS  30  RECORDS
>>>D-BEA  0  3,399  CARLOADS  11,825,903 BUSHELS  30  RECORDS
ORIGIN TERR  1  3,399  CARLOADS  11,825,903 BUSHELS  30  RECORDS
ORIGIN BEA  87  3,399 CARLOADS  11,825,903 BUSHELS  30  RECORDS
ORIGIN BEA  88
D-TERRITORY  1  2,342  CARLOADS  8,148,357  BUSHELS  13  RECORDS
>>>D-BEA  0  2,342  CARLOADS  8,148,357  BUSHELS  13  RECORDS
ORIGIN TERR  1  2,342  CARLOADS  8,148,357  BUSHELS  13  RECORDS
ORIGIN BEA  88  2,342 CARLOADS  8,148,357  BUSHELS  13  RECORDS
ORIGIN BEA  89
D-TERRITORY  1  2,437 CARLOADS  8,478,884  BUSHELS  14  RECORDS
>>>D-BEA  0  2,437 CARLOADS  8,478,884  BUSHELS  14  RECORDS
ORIGIN TERR  1  2,437 CARLOADS  8,478,884  BUSHELS  14  RECORDS
D-TERRITORY  3  712 CARLOADS  2,477,212  BUSHELS  5 RECORDS
>>>D-BEA  0  712  CARLOADS  2,477,212  BUSHELS  5 RECORDS
ORIGIN TERR  3  712  CARLOADS  2,477,212  BUSHELS  5 RECORDS
ORIGIN BEA  89  3,149  CARLOADS  10,956,095 BUSHELS  19  RECORDS
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ORIGIN BEA  96
D-TERRITORY  1  100  CARLOADS  347,923  BUSHELS  1 RECORDS
D-TERRITORY  3  3,038  CARLOADS  10,569,901 BUSHELS  27 RECORDS
D-TERRITORY  5  456  CARLOADS  1,586,529 BUSHELS  7 RECORDS
>>>D-BEA  0  3,594  CARLOADS  12,504,353 BUSHELS  35 RECORDS
ORIGIN TERR  3  3,594  CARLOADS  12,504,353 BUSHELS  35 RECORDS
ORIGIN BEA  96  3,594  CARLOADS  12,504,353 BUSHELS  35 RECORDS
ORIGIN BEA  97
D-TERRITORY  3  1,545  CARLOADS  5,375,410 BUSHELS  16 RECORDS
>>>D-BEA  0  1,545  CARLOADS  5,375,410 BUSHELS  16 RECORDS
ORIGIN TERR  3  1,545  CARLOADS  5,375,410 BUSHELS  16 RECORDS
ORIGIN BEA  97  1,545 CARLOADS  5,375,410 BUSHELS  16 RECORDS
ORIGIN BEA 101
D-TERRITORY  1  100 CARLOADS  347,923 BUSHELS  1 RECORDS
D-TERRITORY  3  6,997 CARLOADS  24,344,172 BUSHELS  48  RECORDS
>>>D-BEA  0  7,097 CARLOADS  24,692,095 BUSHELS  49  RECORDS
ORIGIN TERR  3  7,097  CARLOADS  24,692,095 BUSHELS  49  RECORDS
ORIGIN BEA 101  7,097  CARLOADS  24,692,095 BUSHELS  49  RECORDS
ORIGIN BEA  102
D-TERRITORY  1  300 CARLOADS  1,043,769 BUSHELS  3 RECORDS
D-TERRITORY  3  17,143  CARLOADS  59,644,440 BUSHELS  87  RECORDS
>>>D-BEA  0  17,443  CARLOADS  60,688,209 BUSHELS  90 RECORDS
ORIGIN TERR  3  17,443  CARLOADS  60,688,209 BUSHELS  90 RECORDS
ORIGIN BEA 102  17,443  CARLOADS  60,688,209 BUSHELS  90 RECORDS
ORIGIN BEA 103
D-TERRITORY  2  108  CARLOADS  375,757 BUSHELS  1 RECORDS
D-TERRITORY  3  4,684  CARLOADS  16,296,713 BUSHELS  24  RECORDS
D-TERRITORY  4  225  CARLOADS  782,827 BUSHELS  1 RECORDS
>>>D-BEA  0  5,017 CARLOADS  17,455,297 BUSHELS  26 RECORDS
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ORIGIN  BEA 103
ORIGIN TERR  3  5,017 CARLOADS  17,455,297 BUSHELS  26 RECORDS
ORIGIN BEA 103  5,017  CARLOADS  17,455,297 BUSHELS  26 RECORDS
ORIGIN BEA 104
D-TERRITORY  3  3,908 CARLOADS  13,596,831 BUSHELS  20 RECORDS
>>>D-BEA  0  3,908 CARLOADS  13,596,831 BUSHELS  20 RECORDS
ORIGIN TERR  3  3,908  CARLOADS  13,596,831 BUSHELS  20 RECORDS
ORIGIN BEA 104  3,908 CARLOADS  13,596,831 BUSHELS  20 RECORDS
ORIGIN BEA 105
D-TERRITORY  3  228  CARLOADS  793,264  BUSHELS  4 RECORDS
D-TERRITORY  5  120  CARLOADS  417,508  BUSHELS  3 RECORDS
>>>D-BEA  0  348  CARLOADS  1,210,772 BUSHELS  7 RECORDS
ORIGIN TERR  3  348 CARLOADS  1,210,772  BUSHELS  7 RECORDS
D-TERRITORY  4  1,570  CARLOADS  5,462,391 BUSHELS  20  RECORDS
>>>D-BEA  0  1,570 CARLOADS  5,462,391 BUSHELS  20  RECORDS
ORIGIN TERR  4  1,570 CARLOADS  5,462,391 BUSHELS  20 RECORDS
ORIGIN BEA 105  1,918  CARLOADS  6,673,163  BUSHELS  27  RECORDS
ORIGIN BEA  107
D-TERRITORY  1  408  CARLOADS  1,419,526 BUSHELS  4 RECORDS
D-TERRITORY  2  268 CARLOADS  932,434 BUSHELS  3 RECORDS
>>>D-BEA  0  676 CARLOADS  2,351,959  BUSHELS  7 RECORDS
ORIGIN TERR  1  676  CARLOADS  2,351,959 BUSHELS  7 RECORDS
ORIGIN BEA 107  676 CARLOADS  2,351,959 BUSHELS  7 RECORDS
ORIGIN BEA 135
D-TERRITORY  3  120  CARLOADS  417,508  BUSHELS  3 RECORDS
D-TERRITORY  4  360  CARLOADS  1,252,523 BUSHELS  6 RECORDS
>>>D-BEA  0  480 CARLOADS  1,670,030 BUSHELS  9 RECORDS
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ORIGIN BEA 135
ORIGIN TERR  4  480 CARLOADS  1,670,030 BUSHELS  9 RECORDS
ORIGIN BEA 135  480 CARLOADS  1,670,030 BUSHELS  9 RECORDS
ORIGIN BEA 139
D-TERRITORY  4  240 CARLOADS  835,015 BUSHELS  3 RECORDS >>>D-BEA  0  240 CARLOADS  835,015 BUSHELS  3 RECORDS
ORIGIN TERR  4  240 CARLOADS  835,015 BUSHELS  3 RECORDS **********************************************************************
ORIGIN BEA 139  240 CARLOADS  835,015 BUSHELS  3 RECORDS
ORIGIN BEA  140
D-TERRITORY  4  108  CARLOADS  375,757 BUSHELS  2 RECORDS
>>>D-BEA  0  108  CARLOADS  375,757 BUSHELS  2 RECORDS
ORIGIN TERR  4  108 CARLOADS  375,757 BUSHELS  2 RECORDS
****************************************************************************
ORIGIN BEA 140  108  CARLOADS  375,757  BUSHELS  2 RECORDS
ORIGIN BEA 142
D-TERRITORY  3  468 CARLOADS  1,628,280 BUSHELS  7 RECORDS D-TERRITORY  4  1,835 CARLOADS  6,384,387 BUSHELS  15  RECORDS >>>D-BEA  0  2,303  CARLOADS  8,012,667  BUSHELS  22  RECORDS
ORIGIN TERR  3  2,303  CARLOADS  8,012,667 BUSHELS  22  RECORDS
ORIGIN BEA 142  2,303  CARLOADS  8,012,667  BUSHELS  22  RECORDS
ORIGIN BEA 143
D-TERRITORY  3  568  CARLOADS  1,976,203  BUSHELS  10  RECORDS D-TERRITORY  4  6,173 CARLOADS  21,477,287 BUSHELS  37  RECORDS >>>D-BEA  0  6,741 CARLOADS  23,453,489 BUSHELS  47 RECORDS
ORIGIN TERR  3  6,741  CARLOADS  23,453,489 BUSHELS  47  RECORDS
ORIGIN BEA 143  6,741 CARLOADS  23,453,489 BUSHELS  47 RECORDS
ORIGIN BEA  144
D-TERRITORY  2  400 CARLOADS  1,391,692 BUSHELS  2 RECORDS
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ORIGIN BEA 144
D-TERRITORY  3  744  CARLOADS  2,588,547  BUSHELS  10 RECORDS
D-TERRITORY  4  5,570 CARLOADS  19,379,311 BUSHELS  32  RECORDS
>>>D-BEA  0  6,714  CARLOADS  23,359,550  BUSHELS  44 RECORDS
ORIGIN TERR  3  6,714  CARLOADS  23,359,550 BUSHELS  44  RECORDS
ORIGIN BEA  144  6,714  CARLOADS  23,359,550 BUSHELS  44 RECORDS
ORIGIN BEA  147
D-TERRITORY  1  200 CARLOADS  695,846 BUSHELS  1 RECORDS
D-TERRITORY  3  3,848  CARLOADS  13,388,077 BUSHELS  33  RECORDS
D-TERRITORY  4  1,036  CARLOADS  3,604,482 BUSHELS  5 RECORDS
D-TERRITORY  5  168  CARLOADS  584,511 BUSHELS  3 RECORDS
>>>D-BEA  0  5,252  CARLOADS  18,272,916 BUSHELS  42  RECORDS
ORIGIN TERR  3  5,252  CARLOADS  18,272,916 BUSHELS  42  RECORDS
ORIGIN BEA 147  5,252  CARLOADS  18,272,916 BUSHELS  42  RECORDS
ORIGIN BEA  148
D-TERRITORY  5  80  CARLOADS  278,338 BUSHELS  2 RECORDS
>>>D-BEA  0  80  CARLOADS  278,338 BUSHELS  2 RECORDS
ORIGIN TERR  3  80  CARLOADS  278,338 BUSHELS  2 RECORDS
ORIGIN BEA 148  80  CARLOADS  278,338 BUSHELS  2 RECORDS
ORIGIN BEA 149
D-TERRITORY  3  648 CARLOADS  2,254,541 BUSHELS  8 RECORDS
>>>D-BEA  0  648  CARLOADS  2,254,541 BUSHELS  8 RECORDS
ORIGIN TERR  3  648 CARLOADS  2,254,541 BUSHELS  8 RECORDS
ORIGIN BEA 149  648 CARLOADS  2,254,541 BUSHELS  8 RECORDS
ORIGIN BEA 187
D-TERRITORY  1  40  CARLOADS  139,169 BUSHELS  1 RECORDS
D-TERRITORY  2  180 CARLOADS  626,261 BUSHELS  1 RECORDS
>>>D-BEA  0  220 CARLOADS  765,431 BUSHELS  2 RECORDS
ORIGIN TERR  0  220  CARLOADS  765,431 BUSHELS  2 RECORDS
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ORIGIN BEA 187
ORIGIN BEA 187  220 CARLOADS  765,431 BUSHELS  2 RECORDS
TOTAL
D-BEA 0  158,590 CARLOADS  551,771,086 BUSHELS  1,165  RECORDS
62